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Move in 
style with 
your own 
home lift

According to the analysis of the World Bank, more than 
7% of Malaysia’s population in 2020 was elderly people 
over the age of 65. In 2044 this figure is expected to 
have increased substantially thus turned Malaysia into 
and “elderly country”. As many homes are semi-detached 
and detached houses with more than 2 floors home own-
ers have started to worry about what to do when they 
grow older. They realize it will be inconvenient to go up 
and down the stairs at home, and the living environment 
might get restricted to only the first floor.  

With the progress of science and technology corre-
sponding solutions are now being developed. Aiming at 
making life more comfortable, stylish and sustainable, 
Swedish home tech brand SWIFT claim they have the 
answer. SWIFT has developed a unique home lift with a 
completely different concept compared to that of ordi-
nary traditional elevators. The ambition is to change the 
impression that elevators for homes are industrial look-
ing, boring, and only for people with a disability. 

Introducing the most forward thinking home lift 
SWIFT has several remarkable advantages over tradi-
tional elevators. First of all SWIFT only requires a small 
amount of installation space and building work. It is an 
“all-inclusive home lift” with its own shaft and a standard 
220V single-phase voltage power supply. Using the Le-
go-style installation mode, the installation of the lift and 
shaft can be completed within a few days. There is no 
need to install additional complex constructions such as 
external shaft or additional elevator doors on each floor. 
SWIFT can be installed directly on the floor of a ready-
made house or in a 50mm pit.  

Moreover, its main up and down operation principle is 
through the use of Sweden's new generation of screw-

nut technology, which uses a motor to drive a nut to 
rotate around a screw to go up and down the floors. It is 
different from the general traditional elevator operation 
method using steel cables, and it is especially suitable for 
residential homes with 2 to 6 floors. The operating speed 
is 0,3m/s and it is designed for private use with different 
family members in mind. Thanks to specially designed 
aluminum guide rails and soft polyurethane guide wheels, 
the riding experience is very soft and more quite than a 
dishwasher. 

Inspired by Tesla's new environmentally friendly battery 
technology, SWIFT adopts a new generation of drive 
technology named EcoDrive (ecological drive). The 
solution has a dynamic charging function which charges 
the batteries when the lift is travelling downwards. Under 
normal use, the elevator consumes less power than a 
microwave oven.  

Pushing boundaries of contemporary design
The design of SWIFT is based on the minimalistic design 
style of northern Europe and the ambition to combine 
technology, art, light and audio in new ways. Besides the 
ArtWalls – a background lit acrylic glass wall, SWIFT sup-
ports a variety of personalized settings like color match-
ing, light features, and carpet style – all of which can be 
freely matched.  

The lift is equipped with a 10-inch smart touch screen, 
which combines simple and easy-to-read fonts and 
images to make the operation more intuitive. The display 
allows you to adjust the operating speed of the lift, cus-
tomizing the opening speed and time, and you can also set 
it separately for children, guests, and the elderly. The lift 
itself also supports Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa and 
Xiaomi smart home systems.  

Swiftly towards sustainability 
In addition to focusing on perfect functions, SWIFT also 
takes into account the sustainable development of all 
aspects such as raw material procurement and produc-
tion. The lift flooring is made of carpets from the Danish 
design company EGE Carpet, who are specialized in yarn 
made of ECONYL ©  fibre. This yarn is made of recycled 
plastic bottles from the ocean. In general most of the 
materials used in SWIFT can be recycled. 

Installing a home lift is a good investment. In addition to 
future proof the home for aging, it can also make every 
floor of the home fully utilized. The handling of heavy 
items becomes convenient, and the social living of elderly 
parents will not be limited to the first floor. If you have a 
sufficient budget, you can consider this barrier-free solu-
tion to create a more comfortable and comprehensive 
living environment for your family and yourself.

Made in Sweden – Designed for the world 
SWIFT was founded in 2019 by home elevator pioneers. 
Its headquarters is located in Stockholm, Sweden. The 
SWIFT brand wants to represent the future of fashion-
able home life, allowing you to have barrier-free access 
to every floor of your home and enjoy the highest level of 
safe, comfortable and luxurious living space. 

Please visit swiftlifts.com for contact details and show-
room locations.
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NOTES ON ISSUE 34.1:
On page 12, the introduction on our contributor should 
read as “ADELINE CHAN CHIENN HWEI is a Graduate 
Architect who is currently practising in Penang.”

On page 74, the standfirst should read “This article 
is written primarily based on discussions with and a 
research paper by Dr. Welyne Jeffrey Jehom of University 
Malaya, Centre for Malaysian Indigenous Studies.”

On page 93, in the credits for Bagan Specialist Centre 
(as updated by the architect), the architect should 
be MinWee Architect in collaboration with THChiam 
Architect and Health Facility Planner. The Project Team 
Members are Wee Hii Min, Leong Gian Wen, Lee Peng 
Hui and Chiam Tat Hong.  

The errors were regretted. 
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about an hour and a half. After that, we rushed back to the hotel to change and 
prepare for the highlight of the night – a dinner hosted by team Malaysia from 
9pm onwards. 

As a testament to our organising capabilities, in a mere 2 days, our secre-
tariat team managed to recce, shortlist and book restaurants to host the UIA 
delegates for dinner – as there were around 120 official UIA delegates, there 
was unfortunately not a venue to be found in Madrid at short notice to host 
them all under one roof. So we made do with three separate, nearby venues 
around Plaza Espana, as the majority of the UIA delegates were staying at the 
Hotel RIU, one of the larger hotels in town. It was kelam-kabut of sorts as we 
worked around seating logistics and constraints to accompany delegates to 
Bar Tapería TapaSpaña, Restaurante Botania and Ginkgo Restaurante & Sky 

Bar, proudly dressed in our best batiks! The tag-team of usherers (An, Ridha & myself) had to identify 
the delegates, invite them to the dinner then usher them 
to the locations, and back. The rest were split amongst 
the venues to entertain our guests, who were gifted batik 
ties and scarves embellished proudly with PAM logo. We 
all only returned to the hotel around 1am, tired but satis-
fied at the overwhelming attendance – we even extended 
our hospitality to the Egyptian delegation, who were also 
bidding to host the 2024 Forum.

Tuesday was D-Day for Team Malaysia. The session 
for the bidding presentation scheduled at 2.45pm was 
delayed to 3.20pm. The other bid contender, Egypt, was 
first to present followed by Malaysia at around 3.40pm. 
The entire Malaysian contingent stood at the rear of 
the hall, watching and supporting our presenters. The 20-minute strictly-timed presentation was 
helmed by IPP Datuk Ezumi followed by President Sarly, Ar. Nadge Ariffin, Deputy President Alice 
Leong and smoothly finished by MyCEB’s Noor. At the end of his presentation, he called out for the 
entire team and we all marched elegantly to the front, in 
full view of all the voting delegates, gave them a salam 
with our hearts, bowed and waved!

We were then requested to leave the hall as the del-
egates’ voting session commenced. As we waited with 
baited breaths at the foyer I reminisced Seoul in 2017 
when I and many of us here also took part in PAM’s bid to 
host UIA Congress 2023, which was eventually won by 
Copenhagen..so I thought que será, será? Then at 4.03pm 
our group WhatsApp pinged and a scream emanated ‘We 
got it!’. Malaysia won the bid to host UIA FORUM 2024, 
winning 165 out of 248 votes. All of us, yours truly includ-

ed, were choked with emotions and 
shed tears of joy. All the hard work, 
planning and preparations yielded this victory. Our theme DIVERSECITY – Hu-
manity and Sustainable Growth; of Architecture, Society and Culture – what 
makes Malaysia the land we proudly call home - won over the delegates. 

A small celebration for now, but we have a whole lot of work ahead 
until 2024!

Later in the evening we attended a Design Lecture ‘Co-creation in social 
housing’, featuring Locus Solus, Bordeaux, France held at the Institut Francais 
located at Calle del Marqués de la Ensenada, 12, followed by a cocktail reception.

We gathered for a reprise dinner at Bar Tapería TapaSpaña for a little BIG 
celebration with everyone in the PAM contingent and En. Noor. This was the 
first opportunity to dine together since arriving in Madrid.

Wednesday morning marked the opening ceremony of the 3-day UIA Forum 2022, on 18-20 
May 2022. With the theme “Affordable Housing Activation – Removing Barriers”, the event sought 
to accomplish the following objectives:

• Create a knowledge base through experts in different disciplines
• Identify problems and good practices around the world
• Put realistic and viable solutions into action
• Define the lines of action for the long term
• Focus on the climate emergency and other crises around the world
• Be a collaborative, innovative, modern nd paradigmatic event

Hola! as I write this, on the flight to Doha as the PAM contingent returns from 
an eventful and momentous week in Madrid.

Okay, that didn’t get very far as the infectious inflight movies kept distract-
ing me from continuing. The re-lived experience of travelling long-distance 
overseas for the first time in two years, no thanks to ‘C’ added to the quiet 
excitement… and procrastination. But AM goes to print in 7 days and finish this 
editorial I must.

Throwback Saturday 14th May sixteen of us travelled from KUL via Doha 
to Madrid, arriving in Spain at around eight Sunday morning. After the requi-
site clearances, a chartered bus took us from Adolfo Suárez Madrid–Barajas 
Airport to B&B Hotel Centro at Calle de Fuencarral, 52; a cheap (by European 
standards) yet cheerful hotel where most of us stayed; at around €110+ per 
night room, it fits 2 pax. I was fortunate to get a room with not one, but two 
balconies!

Datuk Pei Ing met us at the ho-
tel, having arrived a day earlier from 
UIA headquarters in Paris. The fine 
weather enabled us to walk to El 
Rastro almost 2km away to expe-
rience the Sunday open-air flea 
market. After a hearty lunch picking 
on Spanish delicacies at Mercado 
de San Miguel and a peek at the 
festivities and concert of Fiestas 
de San Isidro – the patron saint of 
Madrid - at nearby Plaza Mayor we 
headed back to the hotel to check-in 
and unpack. On-ground work for the 
bid duly started in the evening with 
a team discussion on Level 5 of the 
hotel, which the PAM contingent 
‘commandeered’ throughout the 
length of stay as control and com-
mand centre. We started preparing 

the batik ties and scarves brought over (in our respective luggages!) as gifts. 
On Monday morning, smartly dressed in suits and ties we trekked 

the short walk from the hotel to COAM (Colegio Oficial de Arquitectos de  
Madrid), the venue 
of the 2-day UIA EGA (Extraordinary General Assembly) to 
meet and greet delegates (as a subtle form of canvassing 
heh!) - before the EGA commenced proceedings. Official Del-
egates - PAM President Ar. Sarly Adre Sarkum and Immediate 
Past President Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail were in atten-
dance, as were UIA Sec-Gen Datuk Tan Pei Ing and UIA Past 
President Tan Sri Esa Mohamad. The COAM was redeveloped 
on the site of the old Colegio de las Escuelas Pías de San Antón 
(occupying an old leprosy hospital), by the architect Gonzalo 
Moure in 2012. It also houses the Fundación Arquitectura and 
the Instituto de Formación Contínua.

At 6pm at the end of the first day of the EGA session, 
the team gathered at COAM for a final rehearsal and techni-
cal adjustments for the bid presentation at the hall. MyCEB 
Chief Operating Officer En. Noor Ahmad Hamid arrived from 
his flight just in time to join in the rehearsal, which lasted for 

HOLA! IN 2022, SELAMAT 
DATANG COME 2024

The Malaysian contingent in front of the B&B Hotel 
Centro. Photo credit: Adrianta An

l-r: PAM Executive Secretary Pn Zarina Ibrahim & Nor 
Suryati Sulong, Ar. Saifuddin Ahmad & spouse, PAM 
President Ar. Sarly & spouse, AM Editor-in-Chief/PAM 
Honorary Secretary Ar. Dexter Koh, Vice-President 
Ar. Adrianta An, Immediate Past President Datuk Ar. 
Ezumi Harzani Ismail & spouse, UIA Sec-Gen Datuk 
Ar. Tan Pei Ing, Ar. Alvin Lim, Ar. Zarim Abu Bakar, Ar. 
Thirilogachandran, Deputy President Ar. Alice Leong 
and Ar. Ridha Razak. Not in picture: Tan Sri Ar. Esa 
Mohamed who arrived later in the evening, Datin Seri 
Ar. Dr. Norwina Mohd Nawawi who stayed at another 
hotel, Ar. Nadge Ariffin & Project Officer Ekzan Ekbal 
(Anne) who took the photo.

Fiestas de San Isidro, the patron saint of Madrid, 
at Plaza Mayor

Rehearsal session by the presenters l-r Datuk Ezumi, 
Alice, Sarly, Nadge & Noor. Photo credit: Norwina

Temporary control & command centre  
on L5 of the hotel. Photo credit: Norwina

Adolfo Suárez Madrid–Barajas Airport 

Part of the delegation in front of COAM with Jalur Gemilang.
l-r: Suryati, Anne, DK, Saifuddin, An, Sarly, Datuk Ezumi, Alice, Datin Norwina, 
Ridha, Nadge & Zarina. Photo credit: Ezumi

Some of the dinner guests at Bar Tapería TapaSpaña, 
with Thiri & Saifuddin. Photo credit: Thiri

Design Lecture at the Institut Francais

Emo but happy, after the results were announced. 
Photo credit: Thiri

CURRENTS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF'S NOTES
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istered were ferried to Matadero Madrid – an excursion offered by the CSCAE (Con-
sejo Superior de los Colegios de Arquitectos de España), Spain’s professional body 
for architects who are the organisers of the UIA Forum 2022. We invited the First 
Secretary of the Embassy of Malaysia, En. Muhammad Azfar Abdullah to attend the 
closing event and he presented a token of appreciation to CSCAE President Marta 
Vall-Llossera Ferran for their warm 
hospitality to the Malaysian dele-
gation. Matadero Madrid is the site 
of a former slaughterhouse, the 
El Matadero y Mercado Municipal 
de Ganados (English: Municipal 
Slaughterhouse and Cattle Market) 
in the Arganzuela district of Madrid. 

Today, it has been repurposed as a contemporary 
arts centre www.mataderomadrid.org/en. In con-
junction with the Forum, we viewed the exhibition 
put up by the Universidad. Politécnica de Madrid 
of architectural student works from all levels. 

 

We checked out at noon on Saturday for the long trek home, 
dreaming of nasi lemak bungkus after a week of paellas. 

Now, back to AM..….as mentioned previously, we are 
presenting the special Awards Issue featuring all the winners 
of PAM Awards 2022, the recipient of the PAM Gold Medal 
2022 Ar. David Teh, PAM Kington Loo Medal 2022 recipient 
Ar. Dr. Tan Loke Mun, as well as recipients of the PAM-Feruni & 
PAM-Inovar Student Scholarships are also announced in this 
issue, published to coincide with PAM Annual Dinner 2022. 
Our heartiest congratulations to all winners and recipients. 
Both Alice Leong and myself thank Ar. Amzar Ahmad, who 
together with us chair the Organising Committee, for holding 
the fort while we were away in Madrid. 

The next major calendar event is KLAF2022’s DATUM: 
EDU on 29th June, DATUM:GREEN & DATUM+PLUS on 30th 
June and DATUM:KL on 1-2 July. Register for these events on 
the KLAF app or klaf.my website. As usual ARCHIDEX will be 
held simultaneously from 29th June to 2nd July. All these take 
place at Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre. See you there!

Dexter Y.P. Koh
Editor-in-Chief

Thanks to the simultaneous interpretations 
in Spanish, English and French we were able to 
follow the proceedings from headsets. AHA was 
held at La Estación Gran Teatro Caixabank Prín-
cipe Pío, the former Estación del Norte which 
has been transformed into a large culture and 
entertainment complex located at Cuesta de San 
Vicente, 44. www.ahamadrid.com

Later in the evening we experienced an 
ethereal Flamenco performance at the Teatro 
Flamenco Madrid (Calle del Pez, 10). We booked 
front-row seats so it was a rather engaging hour, close to the intimate stage and pas-
sionate performers. Tickets were priced at €30 with a drink. (insert image 13)

A small group of us took the 30-minute high-speed train ride from Atocha Station to 
Toledo early Thursday morning. Located south-west of Madrid, Toledo is an ancient 
city set on a hill above the plains of Castilla-La Mancha in central Spain. The capital of 
the region is sprinkled with medieval Arab, Jewish and Christian monuments. It was 
also the former home of Mannerist painter El Greco. Taking the official City Tour Bus 
(€29 for 24-hour pass, includes a guided tour of the Cathedral) from the train station, 
we were first taken on a 
ring route of the hills sur-
rounding the city, crossing 

the Tagus River over ancient stone bridges a few times en-
abling a panoramic view of the ancient walled old city, before 
entering the city proper. We were dropped off at the Alcázar 
de Toledo (from Arabic al-qaṣr 'the castle', not to be confused 
with the 2000s Swedish Eurodance group heh!) from where 
we explored on foot the narrow streets, often culminating 
in open plazas. The shopaholics amongst us had a field day 
stocking up on trinkets from the many shops. 

The highlight (for me, anyway) was the guided tour of 
Catedral Primada Santa María de Toledo, which apart from 

main façade facing the Plaza del 
Ayuntamiento, belied its interior 
magnificence. Due to its sheer size 
and narrow streets surrounding its 
perimeter, all one could see were 
thick masonry walls rising up higher 
than the other houses and shops. But once inside… its Gothic greatness interwoven with Ba-
roque abundance…..was a sight to behold. Tour guide Sara Maria was witty yet informative and 
reminded us not to walk over the Bishops’ tombs marked by mitres hung overhead, purgatory 
meets the unfortunate soul hit by a falling mitre! The Sacristy (where the bishop dons his robes) 
is worthy of an art museum of its own, with works by the great masters El Greco, Caravaggio, 
Tiziano, Van Dyck, Orrente, Tristán, Goya, Morales, José Ramos, Rivera, Bassano, Bellini etc.. 
so culture visit – checked! We returned to Madrid in the evening for the next engagement, but 
not before missing the original scheduled train and having to repurchase tickets.

We were cordially invited by Malaysian-born Director of International, Azlina Bulmer of 
Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) to attend the 2022 Global Architecture Exchanges: 
People, Planet, Profession lecture entitled Affordable Housing – Mismatch, at Auditorio, COAM 
at 6.30pm. GEA lectures are organised by RIBA in 
collaboration with other professional institutes of 
architects. A drink and canapes reception followed, 
and we were able to connect with many international 
attendees all of whom congratulated us for winning 
the bid and looked forward to our 2024 KL Forum! 
Azlina and her colleague Emmanuelle joined a small 
group of us for dinner right across from our hotel; as 
our feet started feeling the painful effects of 20,000 
steps per day, meal venues became nearer! 

The closing of AHA on Friday evening was fol-
lowed by a cocktail reception in the square outside 
the Gran Teatro. It was a final opportunity to recon-
nect with friends and make new ones in the global 
architecture fraternity before participants who reg-

Note 1: All photos by DK unless stated

Note 2: Other than the 2 Official UIA EGA 
Delegates and Secretariat delegates, the 10 
other PAM delegates travelled with a small 
subsidy provided via MyCEB’s allocation 
for the UIA Forum 2024 bid, all other 
expenditures were out-of-pocket. Others 
travelling were self-funded. PAM gratefully 
thank MyCEB (Malaysia Convention & 
Exhibition Bureau) for their dedication, 
cooperation and financial assistance enabling 
PAM to win the bid to host the UIA Forum 
2024 in Kuala Lumpur.

Note3: With travel restrictions lifted, surely 
many of you have or plan to ‘revenge travel’. 
We welcome travelogues from our Architects, 
who will definitely visit architectural gems  
- share it with us! Send your abstracts with  
a couple of photos to media.publications@ 
pam.org.my for consideration for publication.

La Estación Gran Teatro Caixabank 
Príncipe Pío

Passionate Flamenco performance

Cocktail Reception at the plaza of the venue after the Closing 
Ceremony. Photo credit: Thiri

Exhibition of architectural student works at the Matadero Madrid

First Secretary of the Embassy of Malaysia 
presenting a memento to President of 
CSCAE, flanked by UIA Sec-Gen Datuk Ar. 
Tan Pei Ing and PAM President Ar. Sarly.

Medieval City of Toledo

Cocktail reception hosted by RIBA, after the GEA Lecture

Opening Ceremony of AHA in the theatre hall.

Catedral Primada Santa María 
de Toledo, main facade

The Sacristy of the Catedral, 
with painted ceiling fresco and 
artworks by great masters

CURRENTS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF'S NOTES

http://www.mataderomadrid.org/en
http://www.ahamadrid.com
mailto:media.publications@pam.org.my
mailto:media.publications@pam.org.my
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As we gradually ease into an endemic new norm, the announcements of the PAM Gold Medal 2022 
and PAM Kington Loo Medal 2022 recipients and PAM Awards 2022 winners signify a robust start to 
the third quarter of the Tiger year.

Specially dedicated to accolades and awards, we commence by congratulating the bright, 
young talents of the future of the architecture industry, recipients of the PAM Yayasan Feruni 
Scholarship Award 2021 and PAM Inovar Scholarship Award 2021 (pg 32).

Ar. Lim Pay Chye, the Convenor for this year’s PAM Gold Medal penned a thoughtful feature of 
the illustrious architecture career its the recipient, Ar. David Teh (pg 34). His extensive involvement 
in community work and his wide array of portfolio and consistent architectural works won over a 
unanimous jury.

On page 36, the recipient of the PAM Kington Loo Medal 2022 is no stranger to most – Ar. Dr. 
Tan Loke Mun, whose impact and endeavours, from managing three architecture practices under 
his belt to lending a hand in setting up Malaysia’s Green Building Index in 2009, are but part of the 
ripples that cumulated to the waves that he contributed to creating structure to the local architec-
ture scene.

The main highlight of this issue is the PAM Awards 2022 with a total of 12 categories, featur-
ing 4 Gold, 11 Silver and 11 Commendation winners. A heartfelt congratulations to all winners and 
participants for your accomplishments and efforts! These few years have been tough on everyone, 
yet, there was a whopping 101 entries this year.

 With this, the Editorial Team is proud to present to readers the 2022 Awards Issue.

Tong Chin Thing
Editor

A TIME TO CELEBRATE

CURRENTS
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BEYOND THE COASTLINE

La Falaise bench and side table is as much 
a work of art as it is furniture—functional 
art, perhaps? The creation of Romanian 

artist Eduard Locota, the inspiration for La 
Falaise (to mean “the cliff” in French) is stun-

ningly evident. The artist sought to replicate the 
beauty of the Falaise d’Etretat on France’s North-

ern Coast where the cliff embraces the sea, with 
particular focus on the verticality and powerful lines 

between rock and vegetation.
The work owes its majesty to the “primitive” form of rock - an inspi-

ration found in nature then shaped through human hands into a Roman 
column to symbolise the manipulation of reality embarking on a dream place, 

resulting from man’s longing and yearning for the spiritual and divine.
The coastline is a constant inspiration for Locota, as his gaze into the infinite 
blue horizon also gives way to another elemental sculpture, the Wave Lounge. 
The functional design piece is shaped entirely by hand-sculpting, sanding, and 
then polishing - from acrylic glass, layer by layer. It takes Locota two months to 
complete one Wave Lounge.

www.eduardlocota.com

SHOWER SENSATION

The Axor Starck Nature Shower by Philippe Starck takes the classic notion of the shower column to the outdoors for a lux-
urious shower experience closer to nature. Going back to basics, Starck relegated the design of this shower system to the 
fundamental shapes of circles and cylinders. The shower’s slim shower bar affords great versatility, be it as a shower for the 
patio, garden or even a yacht (and yes, it looks beautiful indoors too). 
Cylindrical handles control the water temperature, water volume and showerhead selection equipped with PowderRain tech-
nology on the overhead shower for some rain-like shower sensation. The Axor Starck Nature Shower is made available in a 
selection of weather-resistant finishes, including Matt Black, Brushed Bronze and other Axos FinishPlus finishes. 
“With the Axor Starck Nature Shower, the boundaries between indoor and outdoor continue to soften. With its clear design 
language, luxurious and durable materiality and improved technology, it offers every comfort of the Axor Shower Starck col-
umn from the interior. The Axor Starck Nature Shower turns a shower into a meditative ritual in harmony with nature,” says 
Anke Sohn, Head of Global Brand Marketing for Axor.
www.axor-design.com

A SOAK IN SERENITY

A freestanding bathtub is a true indul-
gence that can melt away all the burdens 
of the body. The Abrazo bath from Kohler is one 
such luxury that entices with its organic form, owing its soft oval 
curves to the art of clay pottery. This contemporary tub is fitted with an in-
tegrated slotted overflow allowing for the deepest possible water level, with 
integral lumbar support to provide comfort during extra-long soaks.
Constructed from Kohler Lithocast material, the Abrazo’s seamless, medita-
tive shape lends a contemporary calm to the bathroom, further refined by its 
white matt finish that bears the natural appeal of smoothly honed stone—it 
not only feels warm to the touch; more importantly, it provides a surface that 
is easier to clean.
www.kohler.my

STATEMENT PIECE

A conversation starter, illuminate a cosy corner of your living 
room with this Octopus lamp from Kare. Partly hand-
crafted, then hand-painted and fashioned with an 
antique-look finish, this gold-hued sea dweller holds 
a spherical lampshade made of tinted white 
glass within its tentacles, emitting soft, 
indirect light ideal for use on a bedside 
table, dresser or console.
www.kare-design.com

LIQUID FORMS

Adding to its wins from Wallpaper* maga-
zine and Red Dot earlier this year, the Liquid 
collection by Tom Dixon and VitrA walked 
away with two awards at the International 
Forum (iF) Design Awards 2022, including 
the gold award for its bathroom products, 
beating some 11 thousand entries from 57 
countries. VitrA last won an iF gold with its 
ceramic 'Stix' series back in 2018.
Described by Tom Dixon as “contempo-
rary without being of the moment”, the 
collection comprises solid taps, showering 
solutions and iconic accessories that form 
an integrated system offset by harmonious 
furniture and a range of wall tiles. True to 
VitrA's all-encompassing approach to hy-
giene, ergonomics, safety, performance 
and quality as well as aesthetics, the Liquid 
collection expresses a sense of perma-
nence with soft and rounded forms already 
synonymous with Tom Dixon’s expressive 
minimalism DNA. 
www.vitra.co.uk
www.tomdixon.net

LIFE’S A BEACH

Established in 2017, Lasprecious Design is the 
first ocean-inspired furniture and décor specialist 
in Malaysia, that grew from the desire to fuse art 
into interior decorating. Its current product range 
includes assorted tables, clocks, lamps and plates, 
each one made to depict realistic sceneries of the 
beach, incorporating actual sand and rocks into 
their design. 
The Princess of Marine Bay table, as do the Sun-
shine Beach twin tables, for example, bring post-
card-perfect slices of the beach right into your 
living space, so convincing in their details that you 
could almost hear the ocean breaking to shore. For 
more tactile stimulation, the Walk On The Beach 
carpet entices with its soothing blue hue, mimick-
ing the expanse of the ocean, as if beckoning you 
to escape to the calm of the waters, away from the 
city.
www.lasprecious.design

OUTDOOR ELEGANCE

The key to any outdoor 
furniture is its capability 
to survive being exposed 
to the elements. The Tape 
‘Cord’ family of seats by Mi-
notti offers protection from 
water and moisture thanks 

to the high resilience polyurethane foam 
and water-repellent eco-friendly viscose fibre that form its 

seat and backrest cushions, protected further by a layer of 
water-repellent polyester fabric for its cushion covers. 

The ‘tape’ refers to the metal ribbon that secures the feet onto the 
body of the furniture, beautifully finished in bronze. With a series 
of sofas, armchairs, chaise lounges, stools and a variety of tables 
that collectively offer the perfect solution for outdoor lounging, 
all the accessories—hinges, yarn—from this contemporary range 
of furniture are made waterproof for fuss-free comfort.
www.minotti.com

WHAT THE WATER BRINGS

From her architecture right down to her product designs, Zaha Hadid was (and 
still is) celebrated for her organic forms. Taking inspiration from ice formations and 
water, the aptly named Liquid Glacial by Zaha Hadid is a collection consisting of ta-
bles, chairs and stools that express fluid shapes embedded in acrylic and plexiglass 
form. Like water frozen in time, the ripples appear to drain into a vortex of water 
that forms each leg. "I have always been interested in the concept of fluidity,” the 
late Hadid once said of her collection. “Using all the advances in design, material 
and construction technologies, we are now able to achieve even greater results in 
the work.” Dramatically visual, each piece from Liquid Glacial is milled and hand 
polished to create its exquisite finish.
www.zaha-hadid.com

INTO THE WATER
BY ALANA DIAN
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JOI DEODORANT
R M 3 9 

Joi Deodorant is a 
local brand pledg-
ing to 100% natural 
ingredients in every 
product they launch. 
Designed to keep 
you feeling fresh, dry 

and odour free for up to 12 hours. There 
are 4 scents to choose from, namely 
Lavender & Bergamot, Eucalyptus & 
Mint, Rose & Geranium and Cypress & 
Sandalwood. By the name of it, it feels 
like a spa for the armpit. 
Those who had struggled with body 
odour but unable to use commercial de-
odorant brands, mentioned it sparked 
Joi when they found Joi’s Sensitive 
Skin series – no more burning sensa-
tion, rash-free, and fresh underarms. 
Interested to find out why Fans of Joi 
swears by the brand? Try one yourself 
via their subscription program - use Joi, 
spread Joy. 

SANTAL 33 EAU DE PARFUM
E D P  R M 1 2 0 0  ( 1 0 0 m l ) 

 
Santal 33 Eau de Parfum (EDP) handcrafted by Le Labo is a unisex fra-
grance that captures a defining image of the spirit of American West 
and personal freedom[1] . The scent of woody-spicy Sandalwood will 
remind you of a timber processing plant where they have freshly cut 
wood. Some say that it smells so clean like leather. All in all, it is a very 
captivating scent that makes you want to take another sniff off. 
Santal 33 EDP is at once a cult-favourite with hoteliers, celebrities and 
companies wanting to be featured or associated with the brand.  The 
fragrance is round and absolutely convincing, making it very attractive 

and appealing to both genders. If you are keen to try it out before committing to a full bottle, 
feel free to purchase their discovery set and let the experience begin! 
[1] Reference by Nordstrom.com

WINSTEDT POUR HOMME 
E D P  R M 6 2 0  ( 3 0 m l )

 
Malaysian perfumier Mdm. 
Fazzillah Noordin is the nose 
behind this niche perfumery 
brand, proud as a descendant 
of the Proto-Malays and focus-
sing to promote Malay heritage 
through scents. 
Winstedt Pour Homme is in-
spired by Richard Olaf Winst-
edt commonly known as R.O. 
Winstedt - an English Oriental-

ist, writer, and colonial administrator with expertise 
in British Malaya. The fragrance was composed to 
project the impression of a man who is down-to-
earth, studious yet amiable and warm. 
According to Mdm. Fazzillah, Windstedt Pour Hom-
me is one of her best-selling scent for gents. This is 
highly due to the combination of smoky tobacco and 
cognac accord, incense and oud - well balanced in 
between warmth and depth. 

SCENTSES & CO – PERFUME SUBSCRIPTION  
L I T E  R A N G E  R M 4 9 . 9 0 / M O N T H LY
L U X E  R A N G E  R M 5 9 . 9 0 / M O N T H LY

Ever wondered what fragrance suits you? Indecisive 
about the what matches your personality and want to 
try everything before committing entirely? Or you simply 
just want to smell different on some days. Fret no more, 
Scentses & Co is here for you!
Scentses & Co is Malaysia’s first designer perfume 
subscription service, established by sisters Sadira and 
Sabreena Yeong. While architects are the promoters 
of lifestyle through space and design, both Yeong sis-
ters are on the quest to promote lifestyle through scent 

and senses. The program allows you to discover designer perfumes without any strings 
attached, best of all aiding any fragrance collector by diversifying their investments; ex-
panding your fragrance wardrobe with all your favourite designer brands. Intrigued with the 
flexibility, visit their website for more information. 

WOOD SAGE AND SEA SALT 
COLOGNE
E D P  R M 5 6 6  ( 1 0 0 m l )

Covid-19 outbreak 

halted all vacation 
plans and this fra-
grance allows you to 
relive some of your 
memories pre-covid 
times. The perfect get-
away scent whenever 
you need a relaxing 

break from work. When covid-19 took 
away our privilege to step out and make 
impromptu trips to the beach - but a few 
sprays of Wood Sage and Sea Salt co-
logne would feel like a vacation.
The scent has a great association, like 
standing by the sea. You feel like you're 
standing on the coast of Sipadan with 
a fresh sea breeze on your face, feeling 
secure and independent at the same 
time.

SENSES AND SCENTS
BY ADELINE CHAN
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CANDY EAU DE PARFUM (EDP)
E D P  R M 3 8 9  ( 8 0 m l )

Prada’s Candy EDP is a true gourmand fra-
grance that captures the heart of vivacious 
ladies. The irresistible scent is powerful 
in sillage, polarising and youthful. The fra-
grance could make any lady smell like soft 
pink caramel clouds – tender and affectionate. 
 If you are an avid fan of caramelised sugar, as 
soon as the scent touches your skin, would 
make you feel like a dream. Had a bad day? 
Candy Eau de Parfum’s slight woody, vanilla 
and the smoky scent will remind you of a hot 
caramel latte, cuddled in your blanket on a 
chilly rainy morning. No more worries, but 
cosiness, warmth and joy. 

NARCISO ROUGE EAU DE PARFUM (EDP)
E D P  R M 3 8 9  ( 8 0 m l )

Narciso Rouge by Narciso Rodriguez is a Floral Woody Musk fragrance for 
femme. Dressed in a red boxy bottle with minimalist black typography, Narciso 
Rouge is timeless. A bottle that makes you want to wear it all year round. 
The powdery and creamy texture of Narciso Rouge is not girly but womanly. 
It has the strength that would intrigue any passers-by, to go ‘Excuse me, what 
perfume are you wearing?’. It is that unforgettable and could even score tons 
of compliments from anyone.  
Be warned ladies, wear this at your own risk because this fragrance can make 
you feel both feminine and sexy at the same time. It is definitely a serotonin 
booster.

LEGEND EAU DE PARFUM (EDP)
D P  R M 4 2 5  ( 1 0 0 m l ) 

E D T  R M 2 2 7  ( 1 0 0 m l )

International architects like Frank 
Gehry have designed many jewel-
lery pieces under the label of Tiffany 
& Co, inspired by the very same 
notion with his architecture. Take a 
look at jewellery by Malaysian new 
kid on the block architect-jewel-
lery designer Ar. Melvyn J Kanny, 
founder of Zikurat. The Spiral was 
inspired by contemporary skyscrapers with perforations on it representing win-
dows. It was designed such that the earrings can be twisted to any desired form 
by the wearer, much like the spiralling motion of a ballet dancer, gentle but poise, 
elegant yet confidently certain of every movement.

EROS EAU DE PARFUM (EDP)
E D P  R M 5 9 5  ( 1 0 0 m l )  /  E D T  R M 4 1 9  ( 1 0 0 m l )

Designed with the DNA of the house of Versace, the fragrance 
portrays the style and significance of long-lasting design, quality 
and popularity.  Eros EDP is suitable for young extrovert gen-
tlemen who desire to make their presence felt at social events, 
especially one with a list of reputable guests.  
Inspired by the Greek God of Love and son of goddess Aphrodite – 
Eros, this fragrance will definitely announce your presence with 

a bang! We opined that this could just be the perfect scent to wear on a Friday night 
outing or at social events. Instead of a layer of sweat on the dance floor, you are sur-
rounded by the sensual, powerful, masculine scent of Versace Eros.

ROSE GOLDEA EAU DE PARFUM (EDP)
E D P  R M 4 7 8  ( 5 0 m l )

 

Known as Rose Goldea the Essence of 
the Jeweller by Bvlgari, it is wrapped in a 
scented mantle of roses. Designed to be 
the successor of Goldea, “Goddess of 
Gold”, the fragrance of the EDP has an 
extraordinary touch of floral base notes. 
This perfect balance of contemporary 
and feminine touch makes the perfume 
stand out on its own.
The amazing combination of fragrances 
along with the unexpected encounter of 
contrasting notes gives a very intimate 
and profound touch to the feminist. 
Wearing this versatile fragrance at any 
occasion would give any lady a boost 
of confidence yet able to remain gentle 
and sassy.

CURRENTS
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Femme

Oliver Creed, a renown perfumer 
once said “Ladies, a man will never 
remember your handbag, but he 
will remember your perfume.” A 
person’s choice of fragrance shares 
a little bit of their inner self with the 
world, from timeless classics to 
alluring innovation. We hope this 
curation will help you discover more 
fragrances to add to your ever-
changing fragrance collection. 

Unisex

Others

OUD SATIN MOOD 
EAU DE PARFUM (EDP)
E D P  R M 1 1 5 0  ( 7 0 m l )

Freely inspired by oud 
wood from Laos, one 
of the most precious 
ingredients used in 
perfumery, Francis 
Kurkdjian created 
OUD satin mood in 
2016 – an EDP whose 
enveloping, shimmer-
ing sillage evokes the 

pleasure of nestling into a delicate piece of 
flowing satin. This seductive, mysterious 
creation conveys oud’s intensity and sen-
suality in a quintessential French composi-
tion whose major and minor accord strike a 
perfect balance. [2]

Oud Satin Mood is sweet, and felt just the 
right moment, spiciness and woodiness 
pushing that sweetness back and keeps it 
in check. Need a getaway? Oud Satin Mood 
EDP lets your imagination run wild - picture 
yourself in a beautiful hotel in France. 
[2] Description by Perfumer
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THE NEW MINDFUL HOME: 
ANDHOW TO MAKE IT YOURS.
Joanna Thornhill

The application of the concept ‘mindfulness’ 
goes beyond being in a mindful state of 
mind by practicing meditation. The author 
expresses that the concept of being 
mindful can take up many forms available 
to us at any time and require nothing more 
than practice and awareness (The New 
Mindful Home, page 7). The Covid-19 
pandemic made spending more time 
indoors a norm, hence ‘mindful’ interior 
spaces play a key role in supporting our 
well-being as a whole. 
 
The author aims to offer seven chapters 
of workable formulas to aid mindful 
living decisions that address issues of 
interior home spaces not typically ideal 
in supporting a healthy well-being. From 
creating sanctuaries, becoming biophilic to 
embracing imperfections, it’s an extensive 
coverage to discover what is needed to 
create a home as the author stresses a 
functioning yet mindful home that one 
would like to return to which weathers any 
‘stress’ storms (The New Mindful Home, 
page 9). 

Publication date: 2021
Laurence King Publishing

THE OTHER MODERN MOVEMENT: 
ARCHITECTURE, 1920-1970
Kenneth Frampton

Modern Architecture - emerging between 
the end of the nineteen and early 
twentieth century, is a movement driven 
by new construction technologies and the 
principle of ‘functionalism’. Architecture 
figures like Le Corbusier, Ludwig Mies van 
der Rohe and Frank Loyd Wright are no 
strangers to those who know them well on 
their approaches and contributions to this 
movement. In this collection, the author 
profiles selected nineteen architects along 
with their works that are lesser known to 
this movement but have also contributed to 
the movement of Modern Architecture. 
 
Here in ‘the other’ modern, the author 
intends to bring forward references to 
buildings that departed in subtle ways 
from functionalism, yet still inhibit the 
presence of modern programs (The Other 
Movement, page ixv). Buildings of all 
scales are profiled in this book, ranging 
from building structures such as the 
Texaco gas station at Copenhagen by 
Arne Jacobsen to large-scaled buildings 
for example, the Kastrup Air Terminal at 
Copenhagen by Vilhelm Lauritzen.
 
This book aims to give the readers a wider 
perspective on the motion of modern 
architecture through a diversity of works 
and career backgrounds of these selected 
nineteen figures. 

Publication date: 2021
Yale University Press (New Haven and London)

EVERGREEN ARCHITECTURE: 
OVERGROWN BUILDINGS 
AND GREENER LIVING
Robert Klanten, Gestalten 
and Elli Sthuler

Contemporary green architecture goes 
beyond an ‘aesthetic’ trend now in the 
realm of architecture. It’s a movement 
that assist the fight to reduce the 
deteriorating climate of the world. This 
book is a collection of forty-four projects 
showcasing a variety of building scales, 
from cabins up to high-rise residential 
buildings. Here, one will not only be able 
to note the most commonly seen green 
design approaches to embed or mask 
buildings within the landscape context 
but also possible new approaches such as 
incorporating hedges as external screens 
for medium-scaled building walkways. 
 
One of the showcased projects is the 
Planter Box House by Formzero located 
in our home ground of Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. The Planter Box House is a 
house designed with a frontage consisting 
stacked planter boxes with planted 
greenery and one that stood out within  
a red- tiled roof neighborhood context.  
The stacked planter boxes with edible 
plant varieties were stacked in a particular 
order to harvest collected rainwater, 
allowing the landscape to be maintainable 
in our climate. 
 
With this book, the author aims to gives 
readers the note that green architecture 
is more than a connection with nature and 
has the capacity to reimagine cities and our 
lives (Evergreen Architecture, page 11).

Publication date: 2021
Die Gestalten Verlag

CURRENTS

PRESCRIBED COMPULSORY 
OPTIONAL READINGS 

BY ADELINE CHAN AND KYLIE SHIAK
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ST DESIGN ANTHOLOGY: 
ASIA EDITION
Editor-in-chief: Suzy Annetta

The Asia Edition featured Asia’s creative 
community from Indonesia, Sri Lanka, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Korea and the 
Philippines. The flow and narrative of 
the entire magazine felt like a slow walk 
through an art gallery, carefully curated 
and categorised from small practices and 
craftsmanship to boutique projects that 
exert a sense of individuality and identity.
 
It is a coffee-table magazine that projects 
the gallery vibe at every flip of the page. 
The editorial kept everything brief making 
you yearning to know more, thus an urge 
to get out of your comfort zone, get going 
and meet the aspiring and passionate 
individuals in the magazine. In short, it is 
simply an alluring read. 

Publication date: December 2021

NEW IN THE OLD: 
CHINATOWN KUALA LUMPUR
Scarlet Koon, Aw Siew Bee and
Robert Powell 

A design and architecture travel guide 
curated with character and attention 
to detail could just be the perfect post-
pandemic travel guide. Chinatown, 
once home to many Chinese settlers 
who worked in the flourishing tin mining 
industry is now a place where trendsetters 
dominate in terms of flavour, sight and 
sound. 
 
The book portrays Chinatown as a 
lifestyle-go-to neighbourhood with 
stylish cafes, bars, restaurants and unique 
lifestyle business entities. Chinatown has 
become a hotspot for young entrepreneurs’ 
start-up driven by the young for the 
younger generation and to restore the 
rendezvous for the old. 
 
In short, this visual guidebook book allows 
you to appreciate the efforts to revitalise 
and restore the buildings and streets 
whereby each building and every nook 
listed in the book has a tale to tell that is 
attention worthy - a great conversation 
starter for anyone and everyone.

Publication date: January 2022
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Registration Fees (subject to 6% SST) www.klaf.my
- PAM Corporate/Fellow/Retired Members                                                 RM 200.00
- PAM Graduate/Associate Graduate/Academic Members RM 180.00
- PAM Student Members RM 150.00                   
- Students (Non-PAM Member) RM 180.00  
- Public/Professional RM 300.00

Convenor:
Ar. Adrianta Aziz (PAM Vice-President)

Program Leader:
Ts. Dr Mohd Zairul Mohd Noor (UPM)

Ar. Ziaul Islam
ARCASIA, Honorary 
Secretary & Associate 
Professor, Department of 
Architecture, University of 

Denny Setiawan
Studio Denny Setiawan 
(Indonesia)

HM Reizal Mohd Ali

and Engineering

Assoc. Prof Dr Alice 
Sabrina Ismail
Director Architecture,  

Environment and 
Surveying, University 

DATUM:EDU
29 JUNE 2022 (1.30 PM – 5.30 PM)  
Plenary Theatre (Level 3), Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre

Book early to enjoy: 
5% early registration discount  
(ends 3 June 2022)
10% group discount
(10 participants and above) 3 CPD

th

Theme: Architecture Education: Way Forward

students, whether to just meet the needs of the 
profession, or, to graduate students who can create 

education for the better. Let us put our heads 

of future generations.

Corporate Partner Industry Partners Visit our website: www.klaf.my

Search “KLAF”  and Download the app 
from AppStore, Google Playstore, or  
Huawei AppGallery

Organised by In Collaboration with Media Partners Held Concurrently with

4. KLAF_DATUM_Speaker_AM_Magazien_23x30.indd   1 30/05/2022   1:54 PM

 

  

DATUM:GREEN

Registration Fees (subject to 6% SST) www.klaf.my
- PAM Members (All Categories)                                                  RM 200.00
- PAM Student Members/Students (Non-PAM Member) RM 120.00
- Public/Professional RM 300.00

30 JUNE 2022 (8.00 AM – 1.00 PM)  
Plenary Hall (Level 1), Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre

Book early to enjoy: 5% early registration discount  
(ends 3 June 2022)
10% group discount
(10 participants and above) 

3 CPD

Phua Chin Eng

Lee Wern Ching

Corporate Partner Industry Partners Visit our website: www.klaf.my

Search “KLAF”  and Download the app 
from AppStore, Google Playstore, or  
Huawei AppGallery

Organised by In Collaboration with Media Partners Held Concurrently with

4. KLAF_DATUM_Speaker_AM_Magazien_23x30.indd   2 30/05/2022   1:55 PM



                    

 

 

DATUM+PLUS

Registration Fees (subject to 6% SST) www.klaf.my
- PAM Members (All Categories)                             RM 200.00
- PAM Student Members/Students (Non-PAM Member) RM 120.00                   
- Public/Professional RM 300.00

30 JUNE 2022 (1.30 PM – 6.00 PM)  
Plenary Hall (Level 1), Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre

Book early to enjoy: 5% early registration discount  
(ends 3 June 2022)
10% group discount
(10 participants and above) 

3 CPD

Suhaimi Fadzir

Corporate Partner Industry Partners Visit our website: www.klaf.my

Search “KLAF”  and Download the app 
from AppStore, Google Playstore, or  
Huawei AppGallery

Organised by In Collaboration with Media Partners Held Concurrently with

4. KLAF_DATUM_Speaker_AM_Magazien_23x30.indd   4 30/05/2022   1:56 PM

 

  

 

 
 

 

DATUM:KL

Registration Fees (subject to 6% SST) www.klaf.my
- PAM Corporate/Fellow/Retired Members                                                 RM 750.00

-  PAM Graduate/Associate Graduate/Academic Members RM 650.00
- PAM Student Members RM 500.00                   
- Students (Non-PAM Member) RM 700.00  
- Public/Professional RM 1,050.00

1 - 2 JULY 2022 (8.30 AM – 5.00 PM)  
Plenary Hall (Level 1), Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre

Book early to enjoy: 
5% early registration discount  
(ends 3 June 2022)
10% group discount
(10 participants and above) 8 CPD

Masyerin Mohamad Nor

 
Jonathan Poh

 &  
Li Sau Kei

Maria ArangoArief Rabik

1 More Speaker  
to be announced soon

Corporate Partner Industry Partners Visit our website: www.klaf.my

Search “KLAF”  and Download the app 
from AppStore, Google Playstore, or  
Huawei AppGallery

Organised by In Collaboration with Media Partners Held Concurrently with

4. KLAF_DATUM_Speaker_AM_Magazien_23x30.indd   3 30/05/2022   1:56 PM
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ARCHIDEX 2022 IS BACK

KUALA LUMPUR, 30 May 2022 — ARCHIDEX, held in a hybrid format, the exhibition will 
be held together with an engaging and immersive online format via ARCHIDEX Online, 
its official digital platform. The physical exhibition from 29 June – 2 July at the Kuala 
Lumpur Convention Centre will once again welcome building related professionals 
and trade visitors to meet face-to-face and reconnect in the recovery of this vibrant 
architecture and built business, after weathering through two unprecedented years 
of challenges.
 
ARCHIDEX will be the thriving marketplace with over 400 exhibitors, DATUM 
Conference, forums, talks, product launches, and business networking events held 
concurrently across the four-day exhibition.

Dato’ Vincent Lim, President of C.I.S and the Asian Federation of Exhibition and 
Convention Associations (AFECA) added: “The momentum for business 
opportunities have returned and ARCHIDEX is a multi-faceted platform that has 
remain until today, an industry pillar and an important date on all trade calendars”. 

“We are honoured and delighted to welcome our invaluable visitors and exhibitors in 
person. While there is a massive opportunity for growth in a borderless world, there 
is still the need for physical events for exhibitors and visitors to connect and build 
relationships, see and touch the exhibits, products, and materials”. 

“ARCHIDEX is the important event for the architectural industry captains and the built 
professionals, serving as the platform where together, we can recover and rebuild 
stronger businesses in the post pandemic era for the industry and economic recovery”.

During a recent ARCHIDEX preview, Assoc. Prof. (Ind.) Ar. Sarly Adre Sarkum, President 
of Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM) said: “DATUM is one of the largest architecture 
conferences in Asia and we’re expected to welcome over 2,000 architects, developers, 
designers and such in the building industry during KLAF.” 

“This year, ARCHIDEX and DATUM will continue to be the driving force behind this huge 
congregation of visitors and delegates. Running concurrently, we are expected to 
line-up speakers and side-events that are diverse, unexpected and unique as the 
fraternity and design community continues to advance the advocacy in the building 
industry with Future City as we conquer climate change, digital transformation and 
sustainability among other initiatives,” he added. 

“I always believe that, in order for us architects to remain relevant, we must constantly 
strive to spearhead changes for the future – and this Future City Ideas Competition that 
will be highlighted at ARCHIDEX, is another place for us to be inspired from,” Ar. Sarly continued. 

The Future City will be a new concept, future-focused on Sustainability, Infrastructure 
& Buildings, Society, Future Energy, Smart Mobility and Smart Economy. This showcase 
will be a sourcing platform of choice for architects and designers seeking advanced 
materials and collaborations for their inspired designs aimed at meeting the buildings 
of tomorrow featuring. The other concurrent activity is The Forum @ PAM Pavilion that 
will feature renowned speakers to part their experience and thoughts on hot topics 
such as Air Taxis, NFTs, Metaverse and Blockchains.

Other highlights at ARCHIDEX include:-
• ARCHITALENT Competition (Asean Level)
• PAM Members’ Night
• ARCHIDEX Nite
• Business & Exhibitors Receptions

Malaysia’s most established trade exhibition for the architecture, interior design, and 
building industry welcome you with a hybrid exhibition and a new highlight on Future City.
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The PAM Yayasan Feruni Scholarship Award 2021 is a lump 
sum financial grant awarded to deserving Degree (Part 1) archi-
tecture students studying in a PAM/LAM accredited architecture 
programme. Yayasan Feruni generously donated RM30,000 
to PAM as a scholarship for the students to motivate them to 
achieve better results. 

Students from over 21 public and private universities and insti-
tutions recognised by Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia (LAM) are eli-
gible to submit applications. Applicants must also be registered 
PAM Student Members. The scholarship offers RM5,000 cash 
to students for three years of their studies. 

Among the criteria are excellent academic records, curric-
ulum activities, family economic background, attitude, knowl-
edge of architecture and the building industry, oral communi-
cation, and forward-thinking with a creative problem-solving 
mindset. 

The academic performances of the recipients will be monitored 
by PAM Education Committee and must exceed 3.00 CGPA in 
Years 1, 2 and 3. The recipients’ transcripts must be submitted 
to PAM at the end of the first year of the degree course before 
recommendation and disbursement of the scholarship for Year 
2 can be made.

The recipients of the PAM Yayasan Feruni Scholarship Award 
2021 are: 

• MIRA YEN CHELLIAH 
 (Taylors University – RM10,000.00 for 2 years) 
• DIAN NURJANAH ABDUL KADIR
 (Universiti Putra Malaysia – RM10,000.00 for 2 years) 
• MUHAMMAD SHAFIQ MOHD SHAHRIN
 (Universiti Teknologi MARA, Puncak Alam – 
 RM5,000.00 for 1 year)
• ARIANI MOHAMMAD DINI 
 (Universiti Putra Malaysia – RM5,000.00 for 1 year)

The PAM Inovar Scholarship Award 2021 is a lump sum fi-
nancial award for deserving Master of Architecture (Part 2) 
students in a PAM/LAM accredited architecture programme. 
Inovar Contracts Sdn Bhd generously contributed RM30,000 
to PAM as a scholarship for the students to motivate them to 
achieve better results. 

Students from eleven public and private universities and 
institutions are eligible to submit applications. Applicants 
must also be registered PAM Student Members. 

The scholarship offers RM7,500 cash to students for two 
years of their studies. 

Among the criteria are excellent academic records, curricu-
lum activities, family economic background, attitude, knowl-
edge of architecture and the building industry, oral communi-
cation, and forward-thinking with a creative problem-solving 
mindset. 

The academic performances of the recipients will be moni-
tored by PAM Education Committee and must exceed 3.00 
CGPA in Years 1 and 2. The recipients’ transcripts must be 
submitted to PAM at the end of the first year of the degree 
course before recommendation and disbursement of the 
scholarship for Year 2 can be made.

The recipients of the PAM Inovar Scholarship Award 2021 are: 
• Chan Jian Jin (Universiti Malaya – RM7,500.00 for 1 year) 
• Chuah Kok Sheng (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
 – RM7,500.00 for 1 year) 
• Aw Khai Hoong (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
 – RM15,000.00 for 2 years)

PAM Yayasan 
Feruni 

Scholarship 
Award 2021

PAM Yayasan 
Inovar 

Scholarship 
Award 2021
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The PAM Gold Medal is the 
highest honour bestowed by 
Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia 
(PAM) upon a PAM Corporate 
Member or a practice of PAM 
Corporate Members, in recog-
nition of design excellence in 
a body of work, resulting in the 
advancement of Architecture.

This accolade is an acknowl-
edgement and recognition 
amongst peers for Architectur-
al design excellence achieved 
through a body of work in 
Architecture.

The PAM Gold Medal is equiv-
alent to the PAM Kington Loo 
Medal, which is awarded for 
Service to the Profession. 

Ar Lim Pay Chye was appoint-
ed the Convenor for PAM Gold 
Medal 2022. The Convenor 
thanks PAM for appointing 
him as the Convenor and is 
honoured to undertake this 
prestigious role. 

PAM received a nomination 
for the 2022 PAM Gold Medal 
Awards, namely Ar David Teh 
Teik Lim proposed by Dato 
Ar Hajeedar Abdul Majid and 
seconded by Ar Mustapha 
Kamal bin Zulkarnain.The 
Convenor with the assistance 
of Co-Convenor, Ar Alice 
Leong Pek Lian vetted all the 
submitted documents and 

found that they are all in order 
and suitable for distribution to 
the panel of jury.

On Thursday, 24 March 2022, 
the Jury Meeting was held at 
PAM Centre attended by the 
panel of seven jurors:
• Datuk Ar Ezumi Harzani   
 Ismail, President of PAM  
 2021-22 and Chief Juror
• Ar Paul Lai Chu, 
 Past President of PAM
• Dato Ar Dr Ken Yeang, 
 a past recipient of the PAM  
 Gold Medal
• Ar Almaz Salma Abdul Rahim,  
 a prominent Corporate   
 Member of PAM
• Ar Ng Wai Keong, a prom 
 inent Corporate Member  
 of PAM
• Ar Dr Lim Teng Ngiom, 
 a prominent Corporate   
 Member of PAM
• IDr Lai Siew Hong, 
 President of MIID 

The jurors discussed and de-
liberated the submission and 
evaluated the following criteria 
during the meeting. 

• Architectural Design 
 Excellence 
• Advancing Architecture
• Extensive and Sustained  
 Body of Works
• Peer Recognition

The Convenor would like to 
thank all the Jurors for taking 
their precious time to evaluate 
and decide on the nomination.

Ar David Teh’s design portfolio 
evolved from the early years 
of 1982 until to-date. He has 
been consistent in the pursuit 
of his ideas on architecture 
design which was demon-
strated in its consistency for 
almost five-decades. On top 
of his contribution in the field 
of architectural design, he has 
also contributed immeasurably 
and immensely in the field of 
architecture education and 
community services.

With his extensive involve-
ment in community work 
and his array of portfolio and 
consistent architectural works, 
it is without doubt, that he has 
been recognised by his peers 
as an Architect who is deserv-
ing to be awarded the PAM 
Gold Medal 2022.
The Jury decision was unan-
imous in agreeing that PAM 
Gold Medal 2022 be awarded 
to AR DAVID TEH TEIK LIM.

CONGRATULATIONS, AR 
DAVID TEH TEIK LIM.

Ar David Teh has received 
many accolades of PAM 
Awards starting with the 
Honorary Mention Award for 
his T House in 1990 (under the 
Single Residential Building 
Category) to the Jury’s Special 
Mention in PAM Awards 2000 
in Architecture for his design 
and execution of the Memorial 
Building at Nilai Memorial Park.

Many more notable awards 
follow and the more promi-
nent of which is the finalist for 
the Master Plan Competition 
for Sunway Lagoon Resort in 
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Ar David Teh

Downtown Condominium, Kuala Lumpur (page extracted from UIA International 
Architect magazine, 1984)

Sunway GEOLake Residences

KIP Core Sentral

Extension to St. Mary’s Cathedral

TEXT BY CONVENOR OF PAM GOLD MEDAL 2022, AR LIM PAY CHYE

2003. In 2011, Ar David Teh 
was awarded 2nd Prize in 
the OSK Design Competition 
and the 3rd Prize in the ASM 
Design Competition. While in 
2012 he was awarded the 2nd 
Prize in the Bertam Master 
Plan Design Competition. In 
2016, he was the finalist for 
the MGBC Design Competi-
tion and in 2019 he was the 
winner of the Best Devel-
opment Excellence Awards 
(IDEA) 2019.

The most memorable past 
in Ar David Teh’s design and 
architectural pursuit was his 
initial study and interpretation 
of the geometric form and 
the creations of his formative 
years as an architect, which 
most architects of his peerage  
and perhaps the younger 
generation can relate to and 
in particular, his M House and 
Z House that were featured 
in the book -The 7 KL Archi-
tects. The T House eventually 
received Honorary Mention in 
the 1991 PAM Awards.

Many of Ar David Teh’s 
buildings were also featured 
in PAM architecture journals 
of the 1980s era. Majalah 
Akitek 2:84 for example 
featured his reknown Down-
town Condominium, KL. This 
building was also featured in 

the UIA International Architect 
Magazine 1984. The success of 
the Downtown Condominium 
was followed by Plaza Berjaya 
completed in 1986 and MCB 
Plaza completed in 1988, 
having the same language and 
style of architecture.

In 1997, Ar David Teh/PRA 
completed the UE3 Shopping 
Centre which can be con-
sidered the iconic shopping 
building of the 90s era. His ex-
pertise in high-rise residential 
buildings saw the completion 
in 1999, of the Marina Terrace, 
PD Marina World Resort and 
Cape Nautica Villas. 

The Sunway Geolake Resi-
dence was the most recently 
completed high-rise residence 
by his firm in 2021.

Ar David Teh has taken geom-
etry in design and architecture 
to a whole new level and this 
can be seen in his recently 
completed KIP Core Sentral 
project (2019) which explored 
his play of geometry and the 
use of fresh colours, in his 
pursuit of architecture ideas 
and design.
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The PAM Kington Loo Medal 
(PAM KLM) is the highest hon-
our bestowed by Pertubuhan 
Akitek Malaysia (PAM) upon 
a PAM Corporate or Fellow 
Member by acknowledging 
their distinguished lifetime 
commitment, services and 
contributions to PAM and the 
the profession of Architecture.

The PAM KLM seeks to rec-
ognise individuals who have 
advanced both professions 
and society in their leadership, 
mentorship, advocacy, protec-
tion and enhancement of both 
the built environment and the 
natural environment.
It is a recognition of their long 
service and contributions and 
whose contributions have 
been of critical and immense 
value to the profession and 
PAM as the national Institute 
for Architects and Architecture.

The PAM Kington Loo Medal is 
complementary to the existing 
PAM Gold Medal which is 
awarded for design excellence 
in architecture.

Dato’ Ar. HJ. Zulkhairi Md 
Zain was appointed Conve-
nor for the PAM Kington Loo 
Medal 2022. PAM received 
only one nomination on the 
day of nomination closing on 
25th February 2022. The sole 
nomination was for Ar. Dr Tan 

Loke Mun, proposed by Tan Sri 
Ar. Chan Sau Lai and seconded 
by Ar. Lee Chor Wah. On 1st 
March 2022, The Convenor 
with the assistance of Co-Con-
venor, Ar. Norzakiah Arshad 
and PAM Project Officer, Nur 
Atiqah Zaki, vetted through all 
the submitted documents and 
found that they are in order 
and suitable for distribution to 
all the panel of Jury.

On Wednesday, 9th March 
2022, the Jury meeting was 
held at Urbanisma Room, PAM 
Centre. The panel of Jury for 
the PAM Kington Loo Medal 
2022 were:
1. Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani   
 Ismail – Head of Jury
2. Datuk Ar. Tan Pei Ing –   
 PKLM Past Recipient
3. Ar. Boon Chee Wee – 
 Past President of PAM
4. Datin Ar. Yong Razidah – 
 President of Lembaga   
 Arkitek Malaysia
5. Ar. Shahriman Abdullah –   
 Prominent Architect, 
 Kota Kinabalu.
6. Dato' Ar Nafisah Radin –   

 Prominent Architect, 
 Kuala Lumpur.
7. Dato’ N.K. Tong – Acting 
 & Deputy President of 
 REHDA Malaysia

The Jury had spent two hours 
discussing and deliberating 
the submission. The Jury 
evaluated three main criteria 
during the meeting: 1. Service 
to the Profession and Society, 
2. Advancing Education and 
Knowledge, and 3. Leadership/
Mentorship of the nominee. At 
the end of the judging session, 
Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani hand-
ed the Convenor the result. 
The Jury was unanimously 
satisfied and agreed that the 
PAM Kington Loo Medal 2022 
to be bestowed to Ar. Dr. Tan 
Loke Mun.

Ar Dr Tan Loke Mun is an 
established architect, design-
er and educator with a great 
passion for green building. His 
endeavours have dramatically 
impacted the understanding of 
the sustainable build eco-
system and practices within 

everyday environments, as 
well as demonstrating the 
ability of design to inspire 
social interactions through 
enthralling engagement with 
these factors. Additionally, he 
has successfully demonstrat-
ed his prowess both within 
architectural education and 
practice, an achievement that 
sets him apart from most peers 
at present. Throughout his 
career, he strives to advocate 
his vision for a greener future 
through writings and public 
speaking, as well as exhibitions 
and grand events locally and 
internationally.

Ar Dr Tan Loke Mun graduated 
with first-class honours in ar-
chitecture from Deakin Univer-
sity in 1987. His undergraduate 
thesis won the Vice Chancel-
lor’s Prize and the RAIA Arthur 
Collins Award, a testimony to 
his creativity in design. Tan 
pursued post-graduate study 
at the University of Melbourne, 
specialising in self-help 
housing in 1991, which led 
him to develop the Group Self 
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Dr Tan Loke Mun

PAM Kington Loo Medal 2022

Building housing programme 
in Victoria, Australia.  Later 
in 1992, he joined the well-
known BEP Akitek under the 
tutelage of the late Dato' King-
ton Loo, who motivated him to 
be actively involved not only 
in the professional institutions 
but also in religious establish-
ment. Later, Tan, together with 
a fellow graduate of Deakin 
University, Ar Lim Wei Hong, 
founded their practice in 1994, 
intending to incorporate and 
contemporise tropical region-
alism. ArchiCentre Sdn Bhd 
was born in 1994 and contin-
ued with DrTanLM Architect in 
2012 and DTLM Design Group 
Sdn Bhd in 2013.

Ar Dr Tan Loke Mun became a 
Corporate Member of PAM in 
1984 and since then, has been 
actively involved in many 
PAM projects and events. He 
was elected as the PAM Pres-
ident for the 2005-7 terms. 
Besides PAM, he is also affil-
iated with other professional 
establishments; among them 
are the Malaysian Institute 
of Arbitrators, Pertubuhan 
Perekabentuk Dalaman Malay-
sia, Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia 
and Malaysian Green Building 
Confederation. Internationally, 
he is an Honorary Member 
of the Australian Institute of 
Architects and the Associa-
tion of Siamese Architects. 

He contributes significant-
ly to many committees in 
PAM, LAM and government 
agencies. He was the director 
of the Kuala Lumpur Architec-
ture Festival for the 2019 and 
2020-21 cycles.

Ar Dr Tan Loke Mun con-
tributes to architectural 
education by accepting 
appointments on the Industry 
Expert Advisory Panel for 
education institutions. He 
was an Adjunct Professor 
and member of the Council 
of Architectural Education 
Malaysia. He strongly believes 
architectural practices and 
education should always be in 
parallel to solving architectur-
al education issues. From his 
initiative in PAM, the Con-
tinuing Professional Devel-
opment program (CPD) was 
implemented and governed 
by LAM; implementation of 
mandatory 10 CPD renewal 
points was a first in an Asian 
country. He continues to talk, 
write and publish on architec-
ture. His publication house, 
Atelier International, is one 
of the leading promoters of 
architecture in Malaysia.

Ar Dr Tan Loke Mun, together 
with a team of professionals 
and academics, successful-
ly set up Malaysia's Green 

Building Index (GBI) in 2009 
and later Green Building Index 
Township Tool in 2011. The ini-
tiatives provide guidelines to 
the industry in protecting the 
environment in dealing with 
climate changes and deplet-
ing resources. Staying true to 
his vision of a green future, he 
experiments with his projects 
by developing prototypes. His 
Platinum-rated S11 House not 
only achieve the highest GBI 
rating level possible but also 
serve as a reference to many.

Ar Dr Tan Loke Mun is the 
second recipient of the PAM 
Kington Loo Medal 2022, be-
fitting his prowess in architec-
ture. He is a person who has 
contributed his knowledge, 
time, and energy to benefit 
the architectural profes-
sion and society, advancing 
architectural education and 
inspiring fellow architects. Ar 
Dr Tan Loke Mun's contribu-
tion to promoting architectural 
design excellence manifested 
in his relentless effort through 
mentorship in larger events 
such as the Kuala Lumpur 
Architectural Festival. Ar Dr 
Tan Loke Mun's contribution 
in placing PAM as one of the 
industry's leaders in green 
building and sustainable  
build ecosystem is significant 
and exemplary.
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TEXT BY DATO’ AR HJ ZULKHAIRI AND NOR HAYATI
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SP Setia HQ, Malaysia’s first GBI Platinum rated commercial office

S11 House, award-winning and Malaysia’s first GBI Platinum rated private 
residential house

PAM KINGTON LOO MEDAL 2022
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SINGLE
RESIDENTIAL

MULTIPLE
RESIDENTIAL
- LOW RISE

MULTIPLE
RESIDENTIAL
- HIGH RISE

EDUCATION

INDUSTRIAL

ADAPTIVE 
REUSE

GOLD 
 T HOUSE
 Design Network Architects Sdn Bhd
COMMENDATION
 CORTEN HOUSE
 VERITAS Architects

SILVER 
 GARISAN 
 Choo Poo Liang Architect
SILVER
 EUGENIA 1- SERENE HEIGHTS
 STA Architects Sdn Bhd

SILVER 
 VERTU RESORT
 Arkitek LLA in collaboration with DP Architects
SILVER
 BELL SUITES
 tang_hs ARCHITECT & Garis Architects Sdn Bhd
COMMENDATION
 SUNWAY GEOLAKE RESIDENCES
 Pakatan Reka Arkitek

COMMENDATION
 SK NILAI IMPIAN
 Azuan Architect

SILVER (COLLABORATION)
 LAM SOON AT CYBER VALLEY 
 Arkitek G Sim in collaboration with K2 Design Architects

COMMENDATION
 ECO BUSINESS PARK V (EAST GATE)
 RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd

COMMENDATION
 AIR ASIA ENGINEERING COMPLEX – REDCHAIN
 RSP Architects Sdn Bhd

GOLD
 KEDAH DIGITAL LIBRARY
 BEu Tan Architect
 
SILVER
 WOMEN’S AID ORGANIZATION SHELTER HOME
 VERITAS Architects

GOLD
 HOUSE NO 100
 DRTAN LM Architect 
SILVER
 EDL GALLERY
 DRTAN LM Architect 
COMMENDATION
 SELINDUNG DAUN SALES GALLERY
 DRTAN LM Architect 

SILVER (COLLABORATION)
 THE GODOWN
 Malek Hassan Architect in collaboration 
 with Linghao Architects
COMMENDATION
 AME-ELITE HEADQUARTERS
 WANGHC Architect

GOLD
 CEYLONZ SUITES
 Tan’CK Architect
SILVER (COLLABORATION)
 MENARA HAP SENG 3
 SA Architects Sdn Bhd in collaboration with SOM   
 (Skidmore, Owings & Merill LLP)
COMMENDATION
 MENARA IQ
 GDP Architects Sdn Bhd

SILVER
 ANGSANA TELUK BAHANG 
 VERITAS Architects
COMMENDATION
 KIP CORE SENTRAL
 Pakatan Reka Arkitek

GOLD
 SALOMA LINK
 VERITAS Architects
COMMENDATION
 ALONE . TOGETHER
 Arkitek JFN Sdn Bhd

SILVER
 1 LASAM
 KUEE Architect
COMMENDATION 
 WOMEN’S AID ORGANIZATION SHELTER HOME
 VERITAS Architects

INTERIOR 
DESIGN

COMMERCIAL 
LOW RISE

COMMERCIAL 
HIGH RISE 

COMMERCIAL 
MIXED 
DEVELOPMENT 

SPECIAL
CATEGORY

SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT 
GOALSPA
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The idea of architecture is a complicated one. Scholars and thinkers have struggled 
to define architecture. Even more difficult and problematic discussion is defining 
what great architecture is. Architecture in its many facets and flavours tends to 
differ according to the beholder. To an Environmentalist architect, architecture 
is not just about aesthetics but more importantly, how it impacts the environ-
ment and provides for wellbeing. For the Conservationist Architect, heritage and 
cultural preservation become a paramount criterion. Hence, the conundrum of a 
competition such as the PAM Awards purporting to find that ever-elusive quality 
of architectural excellence. Which building is deserving of accolades and which 
buildings do not. This premise opens a multitude of discourse not just on the state 
of the aesthetics but the larger contextual issue at hand such as environmental 
aspects, social concerns, economic wellbeing, historical significance, globalisa-
tion, etc. I am glad to report that such discussions were rife during the judging 
process as there were many shortlisted projects in the various categories - all of 
which are excellent to such a high degree that it makes it difficult for the jury to 
select and assign the appropriate commendation.

Nonetheless, after the gruelling and lengthy judging session, the jury has 
reached a consensus on the final projects to be commended. The bar is set very 
high by the jury to ensure the quality and the standard of the award are maintained 
throughout. It is amazing to see such a wonderful spread of projects highlighting 
the best and most significant projects and their architects receive the recogni-
tion and adulation they deserve. The most amazing fact of all is that we have just 
come out of a global pandemic which has affected our construction industry to 
an extent not only many projects were delayed but they are many sites where 
the work had to cease entirely. Emerging from such a trying time as still seeing 
wonderful buildings being produced in that tumultuous period is a testament to 

the determination and resiliency of Malaysian 
architects and our will to prevail even through 
insurmountable odds. My hats off to the ar-
chitects, project teams and clients who have 
pulled this off.

It has been an honour for myself and my 
co-convenor Ar Erdayu Os’hara Omar to be 
a part of this process. I would like to convey 
my gratitude to the jury for their diligent work 
and patience in coming to the final decisions. 
I would also like to thank the tireless work of 
the secretariat and technical reviewers who 
have been integral to the judging process. 
Last and perhaps the most important of all, is 
every architect who has courageously sub-
mitted their work for scrutiny by their peers, 
I salute you. Not all of you have won, but all 
of you share those rare intrinsic qualities that 
make our profession great. That indomitable 
quality of passion, determination, and ideal- 
ism. My respect and my humble thanks to 
you all.

Assoc. Prof. (Ind.) Ar. Sarly 
Adre Sarkum,
PAM Awards Convenor

PAM AWARDS 2022

CONVENOR'S MESSAGE

PAM AWARDS 2022 PAM AWARDS 2022

PAM Awards is the most prestigious architecture award for exemplary buildings 
recognised by the building industry in Malaysia. Every year our members look 
forward to the announcement of winning projects that will set new benchmarks 
in Architecture design. 

Our members know that winning PAM Awards is a recognition for an out-
standing job above their peers, thus motivating them to achieve a new level of 
design excellence and strive for distinction in architecture. Receiving PAM Award 
is a prestigious recognition for architects, exhibiting their abilities to be among 
the top in the industry to deliver the highest value portfolios of projects of the 
previous year. 

Architects’ efforts in their exemplary works of creating remarkable spaces, 
while exploring the relationship between humans and the environment enrich 
people in societies. The Architect’s responsibility in preserving nature should be 
recognised, as the leader in the design and setting the path towards the future of 
architecture. 

Despite the economic recession and COVID19 pandemic challenges, there 
are astounding approaches in many of the submitted projects which presented 

the designers’ thoughtful and emphatic schemes of their works, deserving to be recognised by 
the industry. Although we know that architecture is a problem-solving profession, we have to 
elevate it to the next level to disseminate the culture of design thinking in everything that we do, 
and to convey the idea that architecture can improve our life and environment.  

Through PAM architecture awards, we promote respect for diversity, environment, culture 
and life. It raises the spirits of our members to explore various approaches to addressing environ-
mental and ecological challenges. The winning projects also impart wisdom in their designs to 
educate architecture students and future architects in their architectural pursuits.

In the past two years, the COVID-19 pandemic has affected our architectural practices and 
the way we organise our works. Nevertheless, I am grateful for the participation of our members 
in the PAM Awards 2022 which showed excellence in many categories, including architecture, 
interior design and special projects. With the introduction of the Sustainable Development Goal 
(SDG) category this year, we observed positive responses from our Architects towards sustain-
able development implementation in their designs. 

The introduction of SDG category is a positive move to encourage architects to design more 
sustainable buildings in line with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals SDG11 - to 
make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable. 

An architect who receives the PAM Award also engages the public through efficacious de-
sign, charting the next course of discovery in our architec-
tural realm and ultimately, manifesting the ability of our very 
own Malaysian architects to offer a broad range of ideas and 
architecture solutions for our built environment.

This publication for PAM Awards is an effort to com-
memorate and also as a record for posterity showcasing the 
achievement of Malaysian architects and their designs. 

The projects are selected by eminent representatives in 
the architecture and design fraternity including an interna-
tionally- renowned architect.  

I wish to congratulate all PAM Awards recipients and 
thank PAM Awards Convenor, PAM Awards Committee, and 
Media & Publication Committee for a job well done in produc-
ing this special issue of Architecture Malaysia which show-
cases the submissions for PAM Awards 2022.

Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail
President (2021-2022), Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia

PAM AWARDS 2022

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
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(From left) Assoc. Prof. (Ind.) Ar. Sarly Adre Sarkum, Ar. Nik Rahiman Nik Mohd Taib, Ar. Assoc. Prof. Datin Dr. 
Norwina Mohd Nawawi, Mr. Mitchell Evan Gelber, Ar. Chan Seong Aun, Ar. Sng Wilson, Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani 
Ismail, Ar. Erdayu Os’hara Omar, (not in photo) Ar. Ahmad Farik Abd Ghaffar

CONVENOR
Assoc. Prof. (Ind.) Ar. Sarly Adre Sarkum

CO-CONVENOR 
Ar. Erdayu Os’hara Omar

JURY PANEL
•  Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail, Jury Chair
•  Ar. Chan Seong Aun
•  Ar. Sng Wilson
•  Ar. Datin Seri Dr. Norwina Mohd Nawawi
•  Ar. Ahmad Farik Abd Ghaffar
•  Mr. Mitchell Evan Gelber
•  Ar. Nik Rahiman Nik Mohd Taib

1 AR. CHUNG PUI GIN
 • Corten House
 • Eugenia 1 - Serene Height
 •  Lam Soon @ Cyber Valley Distribution Centre
2 AR. DATU ALASIM DATU OMAR
 •  Keranji House
 • T House
 •  ALONE. Together
3 AR. TAN KWON CHONG
 •  House No 16
 •  Kenzan Heights
 •  Selindung Daun Sales Gallery
4 AR. NG CHEE HIN
 •  Garisan
 •  Bell Suites
 •  Ceylonz Suites
5 AR. LEE SZE EE
 •  Isle of Botanica
 •  Starbucks Bangi Avenue (Drive-Thru)
 •  KIP Core Sentral
6 AR. AMZAR AHMAD
 •  Vertu Resort
 •  Angsana Teluk Bahang
 •  The 21st Century Farmstead
7 AR. HANAZ ISMADI
 •  Geolake Residences
 •  Eco Business Park V (East Gate)
 •  EDL Gallery

8 AR. HALIM ABDUL SUHOR
 •  Residensi 10 Stonor
 •  Kedah Digital Library
 •  Menara Hap Seng 3
9 AR. MOHAMAD SAIFULLAH RODZI 
 •  Adelia Bangi Avenue
 •  House No 10
10 AR. MOHD HISHAM SAIHARI
 •  Sekolah Kebangsaan Nilai Impian
 •  1 Lasam
1 1 AR. DANIEL CHOO HENG HUAT
 •  Air Asia Engineering Complex (Redchain)
 •  Menara IQ
12 DATO’ AR. ZULKHAIRI MD ZAIN 
 •  WAO
 •  Ventil8te
13 AR. HAZRI BIN ABDUL AZIZ
 •  AME Elite Headquarters
14 AR. HOI CHIONG KAN
 •  The Godown
 •  Saloma Link
15 AR. BOON KEAN YAP
 •  Tree of Tales
 •  Women’s Aid Organization (WAO)

JURY PANEL

PAM AWARDS 2022

TECHNICAL REVIEWERS
SHORTLISTING DAY

JUDGING SESSION

10 March 2022

14 April 2022

PAM AWARDS 202244 PAM AWARDS 2022 45
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T HOUSE

ARCHITECT Design Network Architects Sdn Bhd  
CLIENT  Teresa Ling Hie Sze
CONTRACTOR Success Megacity Sdn Bhd 

SINGLE RESIDENTIAL - GOLD

PAM AWARDS 2022
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Internal Courtyard 

Internal courtyard

Internal Courtyard 

The spatial expression in this residence is immaculately 
planned to exude the sophistication of its poetic concept. 
The seamless interplay between external and internal envi-
ronments lends a timeless quality to the spaces as well as 
providing exceptional environmental performance. 

女 NÛ (WOMAN) I AM WOMAN 
IDENTITY 

T House is a modern woman’s journey of self-definition while 
addressing and paying homage to culture and tradition.

Situated in Miri’s upper-class neighbourhood - Jalan 
Bakam at Luak Bay, the T house breaks away from classical 
housing styles by redefining luxury.

A departure from traditional pillars, the T House used the 
curation of lights, spaces and raw materials to redefine luxury 
for Teresa. Her love of travelling, fused with the admiration of 
her traditional roots, has inspired the character and personality 
 of her home.Raised in a Foochow family, Teresa studied and 
sojourned overseas before returning home to assist her father 
in his shipbuilding business in Sarawak. Teresa’s house is next 
to her parents and brother's houses, to continue the culture of 
inter-generational living, with privacy defined as an element of 
luxury and importance to her.

PAM AWARDS 2022

The internal planning of the house draws reference from traditional 
Chinese courtyard houses.
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Dining Room 

Hallway looking into Courtyard Internal Courtyard from First Floor 

Staircase

However, there is an obvious tension for harmonious co- 
existence. The spatial response was a garden space to mediate 
the houses, with the courtyard spaces being a common ground 
for family occasions. This allows the spaces to function as con-
nection and inter-generational activities, without compromising 
her privacy and need for personal spaces.

The internal planning of the house draws reference from 
traditional Chinese courtyard houses.

井 JING (WELL)

The well in geomancy is the source of wealth and well-being. 
Wells are a symbol of prosperity and posterity.

天井 / TIAN JING,
 院 / YUAN (COURTYARD & PATIO)

The idea of taking commonly overlooked spaces and highlight-
ing them. A redefinition of traditional outlooks of grand spaces 
(commonly living rooms, bedrooms, kitchen) and making the 
courtyard the centrepiece.

園 YUÁN (GARDEN)

The heart of the house. A family gathering. The response is a 
house that is defined by a garden. A redefinition of space and 
identity, the discovery of internal and communal balance; paral-
lel with Teresa’s journey toward self-definition.

PAM AWARDS 2022 T HOUSE

七 (SEVEN)

The house's main centre is the internal “sunroom” an inner fern 
garden adorned by the hanging creepers and plants, comple-
mented by a feature main hanging steel staircase.

The proximity of these seven courtyard gardens serve to 
link the rest of the spaces with the outdoors, effectively blurring 
the line between inside and outside.

Nature is invited deep into the inner sanctum of her abode, 
forming the main centre of the architecture whilst the main cir-
culation connects the ground to the first floor.

ARCHITECTURE AS A MEDIUM 
FOR STORYTELLING

Architecture narrates stories with space, material and texture, 
light and sight. T House tells of Teresa's journey. Her evolution as 
a person, a daughter, a woman, a business lady in a man's world.

As architects, we continually learn to nurture the character 
of our buildings - an intentional journey of creation and balance. 
We are taught to create, name and call a space into being.

We are brought back to our garden of creation.

The proximity of these seven courtyard 
gardens serve to link the rest of the 
spaces with the outdoors, effectively 
blurring the line between inside 
and outside.
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CORTEN 
HOUSE

ARCHITECT VERITAS Architects 
CLIENT  Dato’ Justin Soo 
CONTRACTOR Nusanilai Sdn Bhd

SINGLE RESIDENTIAL - COMMENDATION

PAM AWARDS 2022
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The delightful usage of materials afford a dynamic quality 
to each of the façade. This exceptional materiality also ex-
tends to the landscape and internal features. This inventive 
arrangement of internal volumes accentuates the spatial  
hierarchy evident in the planning. 

The Corten House is a 3-storey residence with an L-shaped 
layout embracing the landscaped garden and swimming pool. 
The house is formed by a series of boxes, allowing natural 
lighting to penetrate the interior and create privacy. The inter-

locking volumes are anchored by the stairs connecting the spaces within the house. A 
semi-basement car park was worked within the slope, creating a welcoming pedes-
trian-friendly entrance. Lush outdoor landscaping softens the external environment, 
giving a sense of balance and harmony.

The front façade features a two-storey striated fair-faced concrete finish in 
contrast with Corten steel cladding on the Southwest. The foyer welcomes with a 
concrete wall featuring shadow play from the timber-look louvred steel roof patio. 
The elevated landscaped garden and swimming pool are framed by the interlocking 
massing of the house and lush greeneries.

A combination of timber and steel material from the external continues to the 
feature steel staircase in the living room. One side of the staircase is screened by steel 
and timber panels creating a transition between the public and private spaces on the 
upper levels. The dining room features a double-storey glass façade with openable 
glass panels to blur the boundary with the external swimming pool area.

The family's private retreat within the cantilevered screen-box over the swimming 
pool overlooks the panoramic surrounding hill and city views. Morning sun enriches 
the interiors with shadows from Corten steel interlocking pattern screens, inspired by 
a collage of rectangular geometries resembling the overall building elevation.

Steel staircase screened with steel and timber panels

Shadow study for the corten screen interlocking panels

Shadow study for the vertical timber-look screen Main Entrance overlooking towards open landscape garden with swimming pool

Overall Dusk View of Corten House with back-lit corten screen

CORTEN HOUSE

The interlocking volumes are anchored 
by the stairs connecting the spaces 
within the house.

PAM AWARDS 2022
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GARISAN

ARCHITECT Choo Poo Liang Architect
CLIENT  Rivertree Land Sdn. Bhd.
CONTRACTOR Rivertree Corporation Sdn. Bhd.

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE - SILVER

PAM AWARDS 2022
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Rear Façade

Twelve units of two-and-a-half-storey 
linked terrace houses sit within an elon-
gated-shaped 1-acre land in Puchong, a 
sub-urban area of Selangor. To the north 
and west of the site is the fringe of the 
metropolitan area with small villages, 
vast landscapes and lakes. The exter-
nal design of the houses is articulated 
in two variations, expressing different 
built heights, colours, and finished tex-
tures to break away from the norm of 

extreme linearity in Malaysian terrace housing design. Each unit is built on a 6.4m x 
33m plot size with 264 sqm of floor area for family living.

The front part of the house is 2-storey and has a half-storey at the lower ground 
towards the rear. Residents driving home can park on the front porch or slope down to 
park at the rear terrace area. Entering through the front porch, residents are greeted 
with a landscaped front courtyard. Vertical green planter boxes screen their cars from 
the interior at the front; a big tree helps give shade to the car at the rear terrace.

GARISAN

Exterior view from main road

Delightfully-designed internal spaces that feels joyful, airy 
and light. Exemplary project showing how much further the 
typical terrace house typology can be  improved in terms of 
livability, comfort and aesthetics.

Corner unit centre courtyard link bridge

Sunlight filtering through the rooftop skylight penetrating 
3 storeys deep into the house; the architect took 
reference from Malaysian heritage shophouse design 
as inspiration. As a strategy to blend nature into 
architecture, owners are encouraged to plant trees 
in the central courtyard.

PAM AWARDS 2022
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The split level is reduced from 9 steps to 5 steps by raising the front portion of the house.

Corner unit centre courtyard link bridge.
Front courtyard Precast staircase

Passing the main door, internal spaces are planned around 
a central triple-volumed courtyard void space naturally lit with 
landscaping. Sunlight filtering through the rooftop skylight 
penetrating 3 storeys deep into the house; the architect took 
reference from Malaysian heritage shophouse design as inspi-
ration. As a strategy to blend nature into architecture, owners 
are encouraged to plant trees in the central courtyard. Living 
hall, dining, and kitchen areas flanking the central courtyard 
can enjoy the greenery amidst a bright, naturally lit high-volume 
environment. This is a design response to address the issue of 
dark interiors in a standard Malaysian terrace house plan.

Walking up the precast concrete cantilevered main stair-
case to the first floor, one can see the big window for the master 
and common bedroom opening into the central courtyard. The 
windows encourage visual connection and interaction between 
different floors’ users. The external façade of the bedroom has a 
‘monsoon window’, each with horizontal top-hung panels that al-
low air exchange while preventing water from getting in during 
the monsoon rains.

The breeze from the front courtyard crosses the house 
interior and exits through the kitchen or bedroom rear win-
dows. Hot air within the house rises and ventilates out through 
the porous ventilation blocks at the high roof level above the 
central courtyard. These natural ventilation strategies for a tro- 
pical living are often neglected in the country’s mass housing 
developments. The window on the east-west facing façade 
is shaded with operable louvres to increase the level of privacy 
and protect against tropical heat while allowing individually- 
adjustable visibility of the exterior environment.

On the first floor; walking up a spiral staircase passing 
the external door, the resident will reach a spacious flat roof area 
created as an active rooftop terrace with an uninterrupted 180- 
degree view of the western landscape, villages and the lake. 
The overall design response specifically to the Malaysian subur-
ban housing context. It addresses the critical issues underlying 
how local housing interacts with the tropical climate, local social 
realities, and its relationship with past architectural heritage.

The breeze from the front courtyard crosses the house interior and exits through the 
kitchen or bedroom rear windows. Hot air within the house rises and ventilates out 
through the porous ventilation blocks at the high roof level above the central courtyard.

PROJECTS GARISAN
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EUGENIA
 1-SERENE 
HEIGHTS

ARCHITECT STA Architects Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Symphony Hills Sdn Bhd (UEM Sunrise Berhad)
CONTRACTOR Kitacon Sdn Bhd

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE - SILVER

PAM AWARDS 2022
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 Island view for cul-de-sac units

Mix of types showing the end lot bridge units

Drone view of overall site

Innovative planning represents an imaginative solution in the 
general site arrangement of landed housing. Due consider-
ation for the ability and preplanning for future expansion of 
the units is commendable. 

Serene Heights is a township built on 448 acres of freehold 
land by UEM Sunrise Bhd. Located in Bangi, the growth of this 
township is envisaged from the spillover of economic, com-
mercial and employment opportunities stemming from the al-
ready matured community in Bangi Town Centre. This town-
ship is a satellite community designed with a 25-acre parkland 
in its heart. 

Eugenia 1 is part of Phase 1, Parcel 7 of this township 
and design commenced in 2019. There was great emphasis 
on an open plan layout for the ground floor of its unit layout 
plan. Upon entry through the front doors, one could see right 
across and deep into the kitchen and to the back of the house. 
There is no separation of wet and dry kitchens, which leaves 
the planning entirely in the hands of the purchasers. The guest 
bedroom on the ground floor is part of the multi-generational 
living option that we wanted to promote, which would be use-
ful when aged parents come to live in this house. Upstairs is a 
conventional terrace-house layout with three bedrooms with a 
shared family room in the middle.

What sets Eugenia 1 from the rest are two things:
1. The variety of units – 2 main unit types: 
 Standard and Double Frontage Units with 
 17 different plan variations
2. The Modernist façade

VARIATIONS IN FLOOR PLAN AND 
THE TERRACED SEMI-D CONCEPT

We convinced the clients that a generic floor plan would not 
do justice to the unique placement of some units, as some lots 
were facing the lake; and for these units, we designed a floor 
plan that flipped the configuration of the first-floor plan. These 
units now had the Master Bedroom facing the rear and towards 
the lake. We also had what we called “Odd Units” born out of 
the end-lot configuration of the Masterplan. These units had 
a bridge branching out from the main house and connected to 
the neighbouring lot, labelled as Extended Family Areas in the 
plan. It was interesting how we managed to circumnavigate 
setback requirements of what was a semi-D unit by having 
these bridge connections – all that extra space but none of the 
semi-D setback requirements. This allowed the Masterplan to 
retain its original density of units while allowing the Clients the 
opportunity to market “Semi-D” units within a Link-House layout.

 

Referencing traditional terraced house façades, we were intrigued 
by the prospect of illusion, of how we could make the houses appear 
larger or bigger than they were, to tap into the consumer psyche of 
“Bigger is Better”.

EUGENIA 1-SERENE HEIGHTSPROJECTS
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Expressed building elements in line with modernist aspirations

Steel frames envelope the expressed negative space and making it look biggerTypical streetscape view

Streetscape facing begonia residential phase

PROJECTS

THE MODERNIST FAÇADE AND 
MAPPING THE NEGATIVE SPACES 

Referencing traditional terraced house façades, we were in-
trigued by the prospect of illusion, of how we could make the 
houses appear larger or bigger than they were, to tap into the 
consumer psyche of “Bigger is Better”. We proceeded to look 
at the space that was not used up in the conventional façade 
and we realized that the space above the car porch was a suit-
able candidate for experimentation. We called this “negative 
space” and proceeded to map this area to create an illusion of 
space - by defining its outline using physical elements. Hence, 
if you look at our façade design, we created these “boxes” of 
steel columns to capture the large overhang roofs, enveloping 
the mapped negative spaces. This inadvertently resulted in a 
clean, modernist façade of strong lines creating a rhythm of 
volumes that brought bold expression to the terraced street-
scape; not to mention it made the houses appear bigger than 
normal.

There was great emphasis on an open plan layout for the ground floor of its unit layout 
plan. Upon entry through the front doors, one could see right across and deep into the 
kitchen and to the back of the house.

EUGENIA 1-SERENE HEIGHTS
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 VERTU 
RESORT

ARCHITECT Arkitek LLA in collaboration with DP Architects
CLIENT  Aspen Group
CONTRACTOR Kerjaya Prospek

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGHRISE (COLLABORATION) - SILVER

PAM AWARDS 2022
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Vertu Resort has excellent connectivity to the recreational and commercial facilities in its immediate neighbourhood

Envisioned as a self-sustained project, 
it is within walking distance of a beautiful 
park, future schools and commercial 
amenities. The lush roof gardens 
interspersed throughout Vertu Resort 
support urban farming for residents.

Vertu Resort as an Integral and seamlessly connected part of the township it sits in

VERTU RESORT

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION RESULTS 
IN DISTINCTLY CRAFTED VERTU RESORT

 
Vertu Resort is the result of a future-proof design and planning 
approach: It anticipates the contextual changes of its setting at 
the centre of an upcoming township and features built-in adapt-
ability to the rapidly changing living and working trends of the 
21st century.

 1,246 units are arranged in five blocks of ascending 
height and are positioned around a central facilities level. This 
arrangement has helped achieve a larger degree of privacy, 
better natural ventilation throughout the development and 
maximises unobstructed views from individual units. The con-
joined roof structure represents a feat of engineering and mim-
ics the silhouettes of Penang’s hilly backdrop.

PAM AWARDS 2022

`EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN HIGH-RISE DESIGN 
MEETS LOCAL INNOVATION DRIVER

 
The design phase started with a stocktake of existing and 
emerging challenges impacting the experience of living togeth-
er in a rapidly changing world. The design-defining result of this 
inquiry was a strategy matrix that addresses the dilemma of the 
urban dimension and responds to the need for consciously sus-
tainable lifestyles. The synergies of this strategy matrix come to 
life in the project’s details and respond to the needs of individu-
als, families and the residential community.

 The collaboration ensured that sustainability became 
one of the key objectives of this development and was inte-
grated into the early design development, as well as during the 
refining stages on the way to completion. This sustainable con-
sciousness is built into the development and represents a core 
element of life within Vertu Resort and an important aspect of 
the building’s operation.

 FROM CONCEPT TO REALISATION
 

Vertu Resort traces a brave new city skyline over Batu Kawan. 
Inspired by its backdrop, the clean, sloping lines of Vertu’s sil-
houette echo the undulating hills on the horizon beyond. This 
bold new ‘landform’ icon houses a vast community within its 
walls. As a pioneer residential development, it heralds new 
transformations and paves the way for other exciting designs 
within the township.

 Envisioned as a self-sustained project, it is within walk-
ing distance of a beautiful park, future schools and commercial 
amenities. The lush roof gardens interspersed throughout Ver-
tu Resort support urban farming for residents. A wide range 
of future-forward facilities further encourages social activities 
such as a communal kitchen, open-air gym and communal liv-
ing rooms among other facilities.

Aerial view of Vertu Resort showing the striking roofline

Overall concept and façade solution attempting to fragment 
the scale of this massive development has succeeded in its ob-
jective, while maintaining good connective language between 
all the blocks.
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One of the longest pools in the region doubles up as a passive cooling device

Vertu Resort has excellent connectivity to the recreational and commercial facilities 
in its immediate neighbourhood

Biodiversity permeates the project from ground plane right to the rooftop

The oculus in the roof acts as a sundial and create a sense of time and place

VERTU RESORTPAM AWARDS 2022

THE  NETWORK
 

Urban high-rises tend to exacerbate the disconnectedness 
among their dwellers. Vertu addresses this through the variety 
of spaces it provides from the ground plane right to the rooftop.

Interaction is a built-in feature here. The resort-like features 
bring together residents with similar interests while providing 
plenty of spaces throughout the building for families and indi-
viduals to enjoy the more intimate times.  

ECOSYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

A thoughtful translation of the implementation strategies into 
a wide range of features enriches the residents’ experience. 
Vertu’s residential units as well as the community spaces reap 
the benefits from considerations of natural ventilation, shading 
and passive cooling.

The use of resources is tracked via a Building Management 
system. In combination with other technological innovations 
such as automated irrigation and improved lift operations, this 
allows for a significant reduction in building operation costs 
and energy. This was recognised in the certification under the 
Green Building Index.

FRAGMENTING THE SCALE 
 

This strategy addresses nature deficiency by injecting biodiver-
sity into a variety of settings. Reaping the benefits from biophilic 
design is an integral part of living and connecting within the 
building. The fragmented scale is expressed in green spaces of 
a range of sizes, such as the more intimate sky terraces or the 
more community-focused urban garden.

TIME AND PLACE: 
BRINGING BACK THE SUNDIAL 

 
High-rises are commonly criticised for their ubiquitous appear-
ances and the nonchalance in their context. Vertu Resort is a 
rare exception. The composition of tower heights and the roof-
line that developed from that is distinctive and anchored in the 
angled hillscape of Seberang Perai that forms the backdrop of 
this building. 

The roof is not designed for the sake of design though. 
Carefully calibrated and engineered, the large oculi in the sky 
function as giant sundials. The spotlights wandering over the 
planes of the building effect temporal mindfulness and a dis-
tinct awareness of place and time.

The design-defining result of this inquiry was a strategy matrix that addresses 
the dilemma of the urban dimension and responds to the need for consciously 

sustainable lifestyles.
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BELL 
SUITES

ARCHITECT tang_hs ARCHITECT & Garis Architects Sdn Bhd 
CLIENT  Sunsuria City Sdn Bhd 
CONTRACTOR Sunsuria Asas Sdn Bhd

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE - SILVER

PAM AWARDS 2022
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Articulating the façade in a braided and weaving manner.

The shadows and lights diffused offered additional warmness.

Subtle articulation of façade elements result in pleasing aes-
thetics which effectively masks the repetition of units. 
Combined with the well-balanced interplay between rustic 
and modern materiality, it generates an almost whimsical 
sense of harmony.

Sunsuria City is a world-class satellite city built around the core 
of Xiamen University Malaysia and in close proximity to Cyber-
jaya, Putrajaya and Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) 
– all effortlessly linked by its own integrated connection to the 
Express Rail Link (ERL) and the future Kuala Lumpur-Singapore 
High Speed Rail (HSR) line.

As envisaged in the urban design master plan of Sunsuria 
City, Bell Suites tower block demarcates one side of the urban 
gateway at the southern access point of the main avenue. By 
Design, it is designated as a significant tower-on-platform ur-
ban form occupying a quadrant of the roundabout intersection. 
The raised platform housing parking and services seemingly 
emerges from the ground at the intersection as the main street 
splits and slopes down from the ground plane of the platform 
from the street entry point at the middle of the 300m-long, but 
narrow site.

Above the platform a horizontally articulated tower block 
meets the new ground plane by carving out the base into triple 
volumes on pilotis zone - into which are inserted blocks and ele-
ments of common spaces, facilities and pool & recreational deck.

BELL SUITESPAM AWARDS 2022

The intricate weaving patterns look 
stunning when used together in various 
shapes and spacings. 

The high-volumed spaces are configured to lead the flow 
of circulation and spaces from the entrance, penetrating and 
rising through and up to the deck. Such composition echoes 
the dynamic flow of vehicles and people along the site while 
the tower accentuates this interplay by articulating the façade 
in a braided and weaving style. Each wing of the tower floor 
plate also offsets and slides off each other in tandem to keep 
the form sleek and less monolithic, with a horizontal bias.

Weaving-woven architecture - interplay by articulating 
the façade in a braided and weaving manner. The intricate 
weaving patterns look stunning when used together in various 
shapes and spacings. The shadows and lights diffused offer 
additional warmth. The sharp weaving to counter the vertical 
facing brick walls created a dynamic façade.

INSPIRED LIVING THROUGH INNOVATION

A home surrounded by inspiration offers a life full of creativity 
and invention. Bell Suites features SOHO homes for avant-garde 
lifestyles designed to be connected to the world, where there 
is convenience at one’s doorstep, accessible transit and excite-
ment at every corner. Experience urban living redefined within a 
networked sanctuary at the heart of it all.

The innovative layouts made for efficient work and com-
fort from 1 to 2+1 bedrooms. Sizes range from 450sqft to corner 
units of 970sqft, while specially designed Hybrid units bring 
larger spaces.
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Raised platform emerges from the ground Semi-outdoor Garden Lobby Courtyard created between Old Bungalow and New Annex

Bell Suites Tower - gateway tower of Sunsuria City

The sharp weaving to counter the vertical facing brick walls created a dynamic façade.
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SUNWAY 
GEOLAKE 
RESIDEN- 
CES

ARCHITECT Pakatan Reka Arkitek 
CLIENT  Sunway South Quay Sdn Bhd (Sunway Property) 
CONTRACTOR Sunway Construction Sdn Bhd 

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE - COMMENDATION

PAM AWARDS 2022
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View of the main entrance where upon arrival, one is greeted by a soft and luscious central landscaped open space.

View of the roof top garden at Level 44 for entertainment under the stars with views 
of the city. 

View of the rear facade of townhouse villas facing the landscaped walkway.

Admirable and intelligent integration between the high-rise 
component and low-rise blocks is accentuated with verdant 
and lush landscaped interstitial areas, resulting in an engag-
ing overall scheme.

Sunway GEOLake Residences is a development of a 44-storey 
condominium and 3-storey townhouse villas located on a 6.49-
acre site in Sunway South Quay at Bandar Sunway, Selangor. 

The tower is a clean rectilinear block with the interplay of 
bold horizontals at regular intervals. The geometric form and dis-
cipline give a distinct architectural identity to the tower amidst 
the visual chaos of the various buildings of Sunway South Quay. 
The play of geometry is continued at the townhouse villas to uni-
fy the buildings into a coherent architectural language.

 The main feature of Sunway GEOLake Residences is the 
user experience upon arrival and this is a consequence of the 
massing strategy. Instead of a tower perched above a large 
multi-storey car park podium and presenting a hard edge upon 
arrival, the car park is tucked below taking advantage of the site 
topography. Hence upon arrival, one is greeted by a soft and 
luscious central landscaped open space that also separates the 
tower from the townhouse villas. This central open space and 
connecting pathways allow interesting external spaces to be 
created throughout making Sunway GEOLake Residences 
very liveable.

The landscapes are an integral part of Sunway GEOLake 
Residences in creating a unique retreat experience for the resi-
dents and visitors, taking them away from the bustling mood of 
the city. From the entrance up to the rooftop, the landscapes are 
meticulously designed to fuse with an abundance of facilities 
throughout the development providing a place to relax, rejuve-
nate and revel.

 Sunway GEOLake Residences is also designed to be dis-
abled-friendly. All the tower units and the common facilities are 
catered for the wheelchair to manoeuvre comfortably and also 
in compliance with universal design standards. For vehicular 
traffic, the lower ground car parks for visitors and residents are 
designed to be accessed conveniently from the perimeter road, 
reducing the need to circulate using the internal ramps.

 The typical floor plan of the tower consists of efficient-
ly-arranged 10 residential units. Five passenger lifts and a ded-
icated Bomba lift are centrally located to serve the units. The 
double-loaded corridor is naturally ventilated via air wells and 
openings at both ends of the corridor as well as at the main lift 
lobby. All the unit entrances are equipped with ramps making 
them disabled-friendly. The unit sizes range between 883sf to 
1,776sf and from 2 bedrooms to 4+1 bedrooms.

 The 44 units of townhouse villas provide the residents with 
premium low-rise living within landscaped facilities often found 
in a condominium development. To disassociate from a typical 
outlook of a townhouse which is dark and gloomy, a skylight was 

SUNWAY GEOLAKE RESIDENCES

designed to bring natural daylight to the entrance foyer of the up-
per unit and also to the common area of the lower unit at Level 2.

 Designed to be part of an integrated development, Sunway 
GEOLake Residences is provided with a direct link into Sunway 
GEO Avenue (Commercial) and adjacent amenities via a private 
covered walkway. This enables Sunway GEOLake Residences to 
be seamlessly connected to the cities while providing its users 
their own sanctuary.

 Sunway GEOLake Residences also contributed to the 
whole Sunway South Quay community by surrendering part of 
its land to cater for a public linkage to Sunway GEO Avenue. 
Now, it is frequently used by the other residents within the mas-
ter plan of Sunway South Quay.

The triple-volume sky garden offers a break to the façade 
monotony and robustness of each block. It is highlighted and 
exaggerated with a steel frame and mesh hood around it to create 
an impression of capturing the view from inside. This structure 
buffers direct sunlight and reduces rain splashing inside while vi-
sually balancing the long vertical planes. Placed within the mid-
sections of the towers, these sky gardens further intend to ease 
wind resistance and ensure good cross ventilation throughout 
the buildings.

The series of vertical planes give more depth and character 
to the building façade. It is meant to make the façade distinct in 
appearance as  the highest building among the rest of the deve- 
lopment and also to complement the surrounding urban context. 
At 44, 42 and 38 storeys respectively, the towers are intended 
to be seen as a vertical rhythm. The towers' planes, which rise 
continuously to the peak provide a pleasing skyline profile within 
that urban setting.

Aerial view of the pristine geometric form of Sunway GEOLake Residence creating a distinct architectural expression amidst the visual chaos of surrounding buildings.

PAM AWARDS 2022

Insert caption here

The series of vertical planes give more depth and character to the building façade. 
It is meant to make the façade distinct in appearance as the highest building among 
the rest of the development and also to complement the surrounding urban context.
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SEKOLAH 
KEBANG-
SAAN 
NILAI 
IMPIAN

ARCHITECT Azuan Architect 
CLIENT  Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia (KPM)
CONTRACTOR AC-DA Capital Sdn Bhd

EDUCATION - COMMENDATION

PAM AWARDS 2022
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IBS SYSTEM

The selection of a suitable IBS system was employed to achieve 
the said concept by avoiding the conventional IBS-looking 
building. A hidden corbel structure was chosen as the IBS sys-
tem. The architect had also worked around the tight and con-
trolled government budget to achieve an ‘unconventional’ IBS 
look.

 

ZONING
The zoning of this primary school is based on the functions of 
each individual block:

The Open Hall (Dewan Terbuka)
The Open Hall is located adjacent to the main entrance as it will 
be frequently used by visitors for school activities particularly 
as a place for interaction between public/parents and teach-
ers/students. This hall will be extensively used for big gather-
ings and it is crucial for the privacy and security of other parts 
of the school to be maintained during the ongoing activities in 
this hall.

 

Colourful sunshades walls of Classrooms at Academic Block

Courageous attempt to push the design boundaries of the 
typical ‘Sekolah Kebangsaan’ typology within the strict con-
straints of government requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Located within the planned township of Nilai Impian in Nilai, 
Negeri Sembilan, this 12-acre land was surrendered to the Min-
istry of Education for the building of this primary school and an-
other secondary school (by another architect). From the given 
12 acres of land, 4 acres were allocated for this primary school. 
In consideration of the bigger facilities needed for the neigh-
bouring secondary school (such as a football field and other ex-
tensive sports facilities), the plot of land allocated for Sekolah 
Kebangsaan Nilai Impian was reduced to a long east-west ori-
ented site. This east-west orientation posed a climatic design 
challenge for the architect.

In response to the site’s east-west orientation, spaces and 
details were designed to address the tropical climatic issues in 
minimizing energy usage. The east-west orientation requires 
the façade to be designed using passive sun shading devices. 
Building components such as long roof eaves overhang and 
sun shading devices were introduced as the main feature of the 
school.

 

DESIGN CONCEPT

The design concept aimed at turning the conventional brief 
and functional requirement of a government primary school 
into a cheerful, playful and inviting environment. This concept 
is achieved by making this school of 24 classrooms a colourful 
learning institution. Therefore, colours were used to accentuate 
the design façade, floor patterns, doors and other components.

The climatic response components such as sun shading 
devices are painted in multi-coloured finishing in achieving 
the concept of the playful ambience of a primary school. The 
colourful sun shading devices also act as a landmark, as the 
strong colours can be seen from the main road across a public 
playing field.

 

SEKOLAH KEBANGSAAN NILAI IMPIAN

The Canteen
The Canteen is strategically located for ease of services ac-
cessible from the main road and at the same time is accessible 
by students and teachers from the internal school compound. 
Proximity to the Car Park and Main Hall is an advantage, par-
ticularly during school events where food catering service is 
needed.
 

Pra-Sekolah (Pre-School)
The Pre-school building has a separate entrance easily ac-
cessed from the main road. Careful consideration is given to 
the safety of pre-school children separating them from the 
heavy traffic and mixing with elder students. While the Pre-
School is separated from the rest of the primary school with 
border fencing, access to the latter’s compound is within reach 
through a dedicated gate. This connection is crucial as the Pre-
school children will also be using the facilities within the prima-
ry school compound.
 

Main Block
The main block consists of three main sections which are: the 
Administrative Department, Classrooms and Ancillary Support 
facilities (Library, Laboratories, Surau, Sports Room, Cultural 
Room and etc.).

The Administration section is located on the 1st floor in or-
der for the Headmaster, Teachers and Administrative staff to 
monitor the entrance gate, school compound and classrooms. 
The 3 main sections are linked by covered corridors within the 
Main Block. They are further connected with other blocks and 
the main entrance with covered walkways.

 
Control of Access

Vehicular and pedestrian accesses are carefully planned to 
avoid conflict. After drop-off by parents or buses at the Main 
Entrance gate, children will walk through a dedicated covered 

walkway to their classrooms at the Main Block.
The double entrance gate system is designed to ease traf-

fic flow thus avoiding congestion during peak hours.
Bus Stand is linked to the Open Hall with a covered walk-

way, serving as a congregation area for students while waiting 
for buses and parents. The Open Hall is connected directly to 
the Bus Stand, helping teachers to monitor the students’ disci-
pline and activities during peak hours.

Facilities for the disabled are of main priority in this school 
planning. Specials classes (PPKI) are located next to the en-
trance of the Main Block at the ground floor level. The classes 
are easily accessed from the main driveway and Bicycle Shed, 
with a dedicated OKU washroom next to it.

Services access from the main road to the Canteen Load-
ing Bay and TNB substation is hidden from public view at the 
southwest part of the site. Servicing vehicles need not enter 
the school compound to access the Loading Bay and TNB sub-
station, thus giving enhanced security for the school.

 
Climate Response & Sustainability

A water harvesting tank is used for landscaping maintenance. 
Landscaping with planting of big trees where possible, reduc-
es the heat island effect of tarmac. Green paviors are intro-
duced between hard paviors to allow more green cover with-
in the school compound. Each building is designed with long 
roof overhangs protecting the internal areas from heat and rain. 
Buildings are all interconnected with covered walkways and 
corridors in response to the tropical climate.

Aircond compressor compartment also acting as sun-shade for Admin Office and 
supporting spaces

Assembly Ground with coloured floor pattern as guide for classrooms during assembly

The design concept aimed at turning 
the conventional brief and functional 
requirement of a government primary 
school into a cheerful, playful and inviting 
environment. This concept is achieved by 
making this school of 24 classrooms 
a colourful learning institution.

PAM AWARDS 2022
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LAM SOON 
AT CYBER 
VALLEY

ARCHITECT Arkitek G Sim in collaboration with K2 Design Architects
CLIENT  Lam Soon Edible Oils Sdn Bhd 
CONTRACTOR Phase 1 Warehouse: Sungei Besi Construction 
  Phase 2 Sales Office: Jurustra Sdn Bhd 

INDUSTRIAL - SILVER (COLLABORATION)

PAM AWARDS 2022
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The scheme highlights the inventive and interesting roofscape 
which propagates cross-ventilation and easy circulation of 
goods. The elegant approach of the design transcends the 
normal warehouse typology.

Lam Soon at Cyber Valley is a Distribution Centre and Sales Ad-
ministration Office located in Selangor Cyber Valley, Cyberjaya. 
The site is divided into three parcels:

Phase 1 : Distribution centre
Phase 2: Sales, Marketing and Administration Block   

              and staff facilities
Phase 3: Future development to be determined
 

SITE PLANNING

The Distribution centre is located along the longest boundary of 
the site at the rear of the site. The long boundary is best suited 
for its loading bay and heavy vehicle requirements.  

 The Sales Office is located in a highly visible position along 
the main approach road. Its entrance will be shared with the fu-
ture Phase 3 development due to road access restrictions.

 

DESIGN

The main activities involve the stocking and redistribution of 
fast-moving consumer goods, requiring large storage and sort-
ing facilities, cold rooms and multiple loading bays. A ware-
house with forty-three loading bays, 285-metre length and high 
racking requirements is a potentially very large box building. To 
break down the bulk effect, a series of five large bay windows 
were introduced along the front of the building. Aside from the 
visual advantage of breaking up the box, it also increases venti-
lation and daylighting.

 

To break down the bulk effect, a series of five large  
bay windows were introduced along the front of  
the building.

LAM SOON AT CYBERJAYA

LIGHT, VENTILATION AND SHADING

Sun-shading
The front elevation and loading bay face 
West. A 12m wide roof overhang along 
the entire length is angled to block direct 
sunlight from the loading bays until late 
evening.
 

Natural Ventilation
The long façade of the warehouse is punc-
tuated by a series of large bay windows. 
Its high ceilings, sloping roof and louvred 
walls allow cross ventilation and create 
a stack effect to help draw hot air out of 
the building.
 

Natural Lighting
Daylight is introduced into the warehouse 
in several ways:

• A clerestory window running  
 through the middle of the ware 
 house across its entire length
• Bay windows with acrylic  
 panels and diffused lighting  
 from louvred walls. This allows  
 natural light into the warehouse  
 and reduces the need for  
 artificial lighting.
 

PAM AWARDS 2022

Entrance Oval Driveway detail 

A corner for office workstation with view and daylight from outside

Distribution centre (front elevation View 2)

Distribution centre (front elevation View 1) 
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VEHICULAR CIRCULATION

One-way traffic circulation is adopted 
with loading docks arranged in a saw-
toothed pattern for more efficient and 
compact space utilisation.

 For user safety, a clear separation 
of heavy vehicles (trucks, containers) 
and light vehicles (cars and motorbikes) 
is achieved through separate entrances 
and parking facilities.

 

LAM SOON AT CYBERJAYAPAM AWARDS 2022

Entrance Oval Driveway detail 

Distribution centre (internal view)

Bay window detail (internal)

The façade comprises a series of long, suspended 
ribbon beams which serve as sun shading and façade 
maintenance platforms.

Sales office forecourt

SALES & MARKETING OFFICE

Phase 2: Sales, Marketing and Admin-
istration Block and staff facilities. This 
phase comprises two blocks of building:  

• 3 1/2-storey office block for 
 Sales, Marketing and 
 Administration operatiaons
• Single storey Staff canteen 
 and Amenities.
 
Design

The office block is situated to be highly 
visible from the main approach road. The 
façade comprises a series of long, sus-
pended ribbon beams which serve as 
sun shading and façade maintenance 
platforms. Its round corners echo the 
large heavy signage font of the Lam 
Soon brand. The entrance forecourt is 
marked by an oval-shaped drop-off and 
driveway with an inlaid concrete pattern 
and wide landscaped areas.
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 AIR ASIA 
ENGINEER-
ING 
 COMPLEX- 
REDCHAIN

ARCHITECT RSP Architects Sdn Bhd 
CLIENT  Air Asia Berhad
CONTRACTOR Nakano Construction Sdn Bhd

INDUSTRIAL - COMMENDATION

PAM AWARDS 2022
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View from Jalan KLIA S8

Upcycled coffee tables from aircraft window panels

Lobby entrance design

Exquisitely designed façade and clearly defined space plan-
ning elevates the ambience and outlook of the scheme above 
its industrial functionality. 

Air Asia Engineering Complex - REDCHAIN is an industry-spe-
cific building designed for aviation engineering purposes to 
accommodate their work in archival, storage, and maintenance 
of aircraft parts within a branded premise. It is a simple cuboid 
2-storey building with a septuple-volume central-back ware-
house. The 140,972 sq ft complex sits on 5.25 acres of land 
with an outdoor car park that fits approximately 100 vehicles. In 
addition to the service rooms, the ground floor houses the pu- 
blic-staff amenities such as the lobby, surau and pantry while 
the upper floor provides offices and storage spaces for reporting 
and record-keeping tasks. On the other hand, the central-back 
warehouse was consultant-led in design and furnished accord-
ing to aviation industry standards. To avoid monotony, the 
building is enhanced with architectural fins as a partial front 
façade to convey a hint of aero-dynamism in relation to avia-
tion. With Air Asia’s red marque up amidst the fins, it befits the 
branding purpose for Southeast Asia’s hub and is the largest of 
its kind in Malaysia.

The building is strategically located 15 minutes from KLIA for 
easier movement of aircraft parts. It is next to the training centre; 
CAE Kuala Lumpur where initial and recurrent training for airline 

pilots on Airbus and Boeing platforms as well as cabin crew training 
takes place while neighbouring the central management kitchen of 
SANTAN - Air Asia’s F&B arm where a shared canteen is located. In 
general, the complex is within the KLIA and cargo district of Sepang 
which makes mobility easy.

The form of REDCHAIN consists of various sizes of joint 
cuboids to suit its utilitarian usage. The programming of spac-
es is based entirely on functionality that included staff, goods 
and vehicle movements, appropriation for various storage and 
strategic office spaces. Nonetheless, with the efforts of Air Asia 
branding in mind, design initiatives were implemented to add ar-
chitectural fins to the building façade. This façade is not merely 
decorative but functions as a marque as well as for identification 
purposes. With such design, the building is made noticeable and 
engaging from a distance, hardly to be missed as one enters the 
cargo district in Sepang. The design of the façade is inspired by 
the ‘aero-dynamism’ of an aerofoil in aviation as a tribute to the 
industry. It was chosen due to its significance in the field of aero-
nautical engineering.

The main module of the building architecture is the central 
warehouse to provide storage as well as space for distribution 
works. This warehouse is accessible from receiving and service-
able areas and reachable or connected to the peripheral support-
ing rooms, i.e. mainly active spaces - Wheel Shop Room, Engine 
Storage Room, Bulk Storage Room, Carpet Shop Room and sec-
ondary or passive spaces - Administrative and Archival offices.

The form of REDCHAIN consists of various sizes of joint cuboids to suit its utilitarian 
usage. The programming of spaces is based entirely on functionality that included 
staff, goods and vehicle movements, appropriation for various storage and strategic 
office spaces. 

AIR ASIA ENGINEERING COMPLEX-REDCHAIN

Despite the building’s industrial role, aesthetics were not 
compromised and slightly elaborated designs were incorporated 
onto the outer shell of the building’s façade. They are strategical-
ly installed on two sides of the building; one facing the entrance 
with the marque of ‘Redchain’ and the second facing Jalan KLIA 
S8 with the marque of ‘Air Asia’. These placements are effec-
tive as they are visible to vehicles coming from Kuala Lumpur via 
Jalan KLIA S3 and turning to pass Jalan KLIA S8.

The architectural fins façade is made of aluminium com-
posite panel (ACP) cladding and installed on a lightweight block 
wall. The design mimics the ‘Dynamic Air Flow’, symbolising air 
turbulence and flows of the wind. The sculptural piece softens 
and makes the rather mundane rectangular form of the ware-
house building more appealing. It further adds a sense of fluidity 
and the nub of contemporary architecture.

Vertical wall perpendicular to the façade
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ECO 
BUSINESS 
PARK V 
(EAST
GATE)

ARCHITECT RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Paragon Pinnacle Sdn Bhd (EcoWorld)
CONTRACTOR Pembinaan Asia Gembira Sdn Bhd; S.S.T Construction Sdn Bhd 
  Woo Lai Fat Construction & Trading Sdn Bhd 
  Lee Swee Construction & Trading Sdn Bhd

INDUSTRIAL - COMMENDATION
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Well designed industrial units with interesting and colourful 
façade variations set in a lush and well-planned natural set-
ting of an industrial township.

Eco Business Park V (EBP V) is EcoWorld’s first gated and 
guarded green business park in the Klang Valley. The 722 acres 
of EBP V consisting of East Gate, West Gate, North Gate, South 
Gate and Central Gate offers standard built factory units suit-
able for small to medium enterprises, as well as customisable 
1- to 3-acre factory lots which can be combined to form larger 
plot sizes.

 EBP V connects to major expressways that stretch out to 
all corners of the country and is still within proximity to major 
seaports, airports and Latar Express Interchange.

The Latar Interchange targets to complete in September 
2023 and foresees more connectivity between EBP V and the 
neighbouring areas. It is also conveniently located close to 
key business hubs and industries, some major townships and 
neighbourhoods.

The EBP V East Gate, developed on 130 acres of land is 
the first completed phase within EBP V with standard built 
factory units consisting of Detached factory, Semi-Detached 
factory, Cluster factory and Service Factory. The East Gate 
Masterplan outlined a Managed Industrial Park (MIP) and a 
Service Factory with a well-landscaped pond before the en-
trance of the MIP.

 

Overview of EBP V Managed Industrial Park

Semi-Detached Factory with pixelated façade, bright colour and distinctive lines Entrance statement of EBPV East Gate

Landscaped garden surround the lake as gathering place

ECO BUSINESS PARK V

The units are designed with pixelated façades, bright colours and distinctive lines, 
aiming to break the monotony of typical factory design. 
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Recreational facilities are built around a landscaped re-
tention pond, giving tenants and workers an avenue to leisure 
and relax. The area is also surrounded by cycling paths to pro-
mote a green approach to the daily commute. This helps make 
the area greener and more sustainable for long-term develop-
ment prospect.

 Located outside the entrance Guard House, the Service 
Factory is more accessible to the public. It is a smaller-sized 
factory designed to carry a duality purpose and can be utilised 
for commercial or industrial purposes. With the open-plan 
2-storey office located at the front and an 8-metre high ceiling 
warehouse area at the back it provides the flexibility to be op-
erated as a retail, showroom, office, small factory or warehouse.

 Managed Industrial Park (MIP) main elements are safety 
and security, shared facilities, shared infrastructure and util-
ities with proper management service. Being a Managed In-
dustrial Park (MIP), the East gate of EBPV is fully gated and 
guarded with 24-hour CCTV surveillance and security control. 
A vibrant and lush green landscape is integrated with an in-
dustrial architecture in a more sophisticated way to soften the 
overall industrial area environment.

 

Entering through the 100 feet wide road, the statement 
archway marks the location of the guardhouse. The guard-
house is designed with a three-way entry. It uses an entrance 
and exit system that assigns dedicated lanes for owners, visi-
tors and heavy vehicles. This system improves the traffic flow 
into and out of the industry park, allowing owners and those 
with access to pass with unobstructed entry whilst visitors and 
trucks are processed separately for security purposes.

 There are Detached, Semi-Detached and Cluster fac-
tories ranging from 1,844 to 7,302 square feet in this gated 
development. These factories are designed with flexibility in 
mind. The high ceiling and floor loading of 10 kiloNewtons per 
square metre at the production area allows easy customisation 
to suit various space requirements of industrial buildings such 
as manufacturing and warehousing, retail, logistics or offices.

 The units are designed with pixelated façades, bright 
colours and distinctive lines, aiming to break the monotony of 
typical factory design. The vivid colours of the gold and orange 
palette match perfectly, creating a spectacular and expressive 
design statement.

 Designed with sustainability in mind, green features and 
passive design are key elements. Green features include rain-
water harvesting, LED street lighting and tinted windows to 
minimise solar heat gain. Passive design strategies such as the 
8-metre high ceiling and skylight are adopted in the building 
design to ensure cross ventilation and ample natural light with-
in the building, reducing the need for artificial light and me-
chanical ventilation.

 With its modern, integrated and sustainable setting, EBP 
V hopes to shape the future of industrial planning and archi-
tecture.
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KEDAH 
DIGITAL 
LIBRARY

ARCHITECT BEu Tan Architect
CLIENT  Northern Corridor Implementation Authority
CONTRACTOR United Builders Sdn Bhd 

ADAPTIVE RE-USE - GOLD
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Aeriel view Courtyard created between Old Bungalow and New Annex

New Annex Hall Façade

Exceptional merging of the old and new while maintaining an 
elegant and consistent architectural palette throughout the 
development. Linguistically the old and the new differ from 
one another, yet as they are subtly juxtaposed as counter-
balances a certain harmony is manifested. 

The Kedah Digital Library (KDL) celebrates the future-forward 
concept of “Library Without Books”, redefining the role of a 
state-owned public library as a learning hub and community 
node. The project emerged as a result of the adaptive re-use of 
an existing 2-storey colonial bungalow - Memorial Tunku Abdul 
Rahman Building in Alor Setar, in a site with total area spanning 
2.13 acres. The former Memorial Tunku Abdul Rahman Building 
was an iconic landmark within the immediate milieu, rich with 
heritage value and charm. The original site nestles in a lush green 
lung adjacent Alor Setar’s largest urban park, rejuvenated with 
a new life as a Digital Library in a park-garden ambience. KDL’s 
development is divided into two distinct and successive sec-
tions, comprising: -

Section 1 – ‘The Tunku Mansion’ is the refurbishment of the 
existing historic Anglo-Indian bungalow as the first immediate 
parcel roll-out to benefit the neighbouring community. 

Key spaces include private reading and study spaces, 
kids digital play room, discussion rooms, a renewed garden and 
parking spaces.

Section 2 – ‘New Annex Library’ entails a New Annex 
building as an extension to The Tunku Mansion – with multi- 
purpose event halls, amphitheatre, teleconference facilities and 
most importantly, a contemporary new Digital Gallery featuring 
a virtual exhibition of notable Kedah leaders.

PAM AWARDS 2022

Crafting contemporary digital libraries with historical significance, the implementing 
agency of the project aimed to create a holistic conducive environment that encourages 
interaction and collaboration; and as a place where knowledge is obtained via the 
use of information and communication technology.
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New Annex Façade

KEY CONCEPTS

Crafting contemporary digital libraries with historical signifi-
cance, the implementing agency of the project aimed to create 
a holistic conducive environment that encourages interaction 
and collaboration; and as a place where knowledge is obtained 
via the use of information and communication technology. This 
project brief eliminates the necessity all physical forms of data 
or information (commonly books, displays, hard copies) by mov-
ing it to the virtual realms. It ultimately led them to search for better 
ways to design and create varied physical experiences for this 
modern lifestyle to take place. They made strong attempts to excel 
in the following areas along the entire project implementation: 

01 Preservation, Integration & Reimagination 
 of Historical Intents

Repurposing historic structures with resilient design for new 
public usage. Preserving the excellency of its previous purposes 
and adapting them into parts of a larger, newer brief. For instance, 
moving the previous traditional memorial gallery to a redesigned 
space in the New Annex. Reimagining how new age information 
is consumed by the current society and integrating them into 
building design, e.g. virtual exhibition and borderless galleries.

02 Strategic Planning of Project Roll-Out 
 / Re-activation of Urban Nodes

Phasing projects sensitively for early public utilisation and 
simultaneously carrying out new construction. Re-activating 
deteriorating urban nodes with new functions, one building at 
a time.

03 Sensitive & Holistic Addition of New Wing
The Tunku Mansion remained as a dominant visual arrival point 
of the new altered massing, enhanced by a new central garden 
that ties the old and the new – a nod of respect to its formal and 
heritage values. The roof line and building height of the New Annex 
were controlled so as to not overpower the exitsting mansion.

04 Physical and Implied Connections between 
 the Old and New + Outdoor and Indoor

Designing new spaces with the myriad concepts of transparency, 
opacity, solids and voids, edges, and boundaries.
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Shadow play from morning sun

New Amphitheatre seating fully immersed with views to outside

Putra Gallery aligned with framing views of the Jubli Park

KEDAH DIGITAL LIBRARY

The Tunku Mansion remained as a 
dominant visual arrival point of the new 
altered massing, enhanced by a new 
central garden that ties the old and the 
new – a nod of respect to its formal and 
heritage values.
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Evening Illumination of New Annex
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Old Bungalow which was Tunku Memorial before adapted to Library Spaces
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WOMEN’S 
AID ORGA-
NIZATION 
SHELTER 
HOME

ARCHITECT VERITAS Architects
CLIENT  Women’s Aid Organization
CONTRACTOR Timbunan Makmur Sdn Bhd

ADAPTIVE RE-USE - SILVER
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS - COMMENDATION
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Annex extension from the existing single storey house

Hand-crafted perforated wall constructed with recycled material

Hand-crafted protective screen

Outstanding and phenomenally detailed use and reuse of ma-
terials which creates a wonderful rich tapestry of materiality, 
adding an immensity of character and depth to the scheme. 

The WAO Shelter Home is a Corporate Social Responsibi- 
lity project to rebuild a 1960s house, struck by lightning and 
partly destroyed by fire. The house, being much deteriorated 
and due to its condition needed extensive rebuilding. The 
burnt roof tiles were salvaged from the partially 
demolished house. The existing house was a 
safe home for rescued children under eighteen, 
who found refuge within its walls.

 The design idea is to keep portions of the 
old structure for the administration zone and 
create two-storey annexes for the residential 
zone. In between, the administration and resi-
dential zones share a green courtyard serving 
as a communal space.

 

The WAO Shelter home is one of the first childcare cen-
tres with Green certification to date, achieving the highest 
Platinum score. The house design focused on its passive and 
active cooling strategies, recycled material, and optimized use 
of renewable energy.

The house is oriented to enable good daylight penetration 
with minimum solar heat gain even with large openings at the 
ground. Cross ventilation breezes and convective airflow were 
achieved via the central courtyard and permeable screen walls. 
Besides the main rooms, wet areas i.e. toilets, bathrooms, and 
kitchens are designed with operable windows and vent walls 
for natural ventilation and daylighting.

To reduce the detrimental impact on occupant health 
from finishes emitting internal air pollutants, low VOC paints 
and environmentally-friendly adhesives were used as the 
source for interior surface finishes. Besides that, several Cer-
tified green-label products were used such as lightweight wall 
panels and Mineral roof tile.

With the limited budget valued at approximately RM180 
per square foot, the new shelter home reused various recycla-
ble materials such as rejected porcelain tiles and sample marble 
tiles from developers, excess stock sanitary ware and fittings 
from suppliers, and the burnt roof tiles from the fire-damaged 
house were repurposed and up-cycled to create a new protec-
tive interior screen wall.

The Home was the result of a six-year project with a limited 
budget; the new two and a half storey children's home finally 
marked its completion on 20 January 2022 with a total built-up 
of 5,700 square feet. Despite the pandemic and experiencing 
two major lockdowns the shelter is a beacon of hope - just like 
the burnt roof tile screen wall, it symbolises a gesture of re-
covery, regeneration, and resilience. It is hoped that this calm 
and sheltered environment will inspire the children who have 
suffered domestic abuse and violence, and inspire people to 
create a more supportive and regenerative environment for 
those less fortunate.

In between, the administration and residential 
zones share a green courtyard serving as a 
communal space.

WOMEN’S AID ORGANIZATION SHELTER HOMEPAM AWARDS 2022
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Pocket garden connecting interior spaces

Internal courtyard linking public and private secured spaces for shelter residents

Entrance view of the shelter

The threshold doorway transitions to a calm, secured haven for 
abused children

Social space by the slope for various events

The WAO Shelter home is one of the first childcare centres with Green certification 
to date, achieving the highest Platinum score.

WOMEN’S AID ORGANIZATION SHELTER HOMEPAM AWARDS 2022
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low-tech shading system incoporated into the louver window design for the ease of 
future maintenance

High-performance glass were installed with RETV scoring of 15.24 Wm2k, the selection 
of window louvers allows up to 95

PAM AWARDS 2022

Sponsored solar panel with total 3kwp achieved with approx 15 percent of total monthly electricity bills saved

“When 
  Design 
  Meets 
  Perfection”

Timbunan Makmur Sdn Bhd 
A6-11, Block A, Plaza Dwitasik, No. 21, Jalan 5/106, 
Bandar Sri Permaisuri, 56000 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel: 03-9171 5115   Fax: 03-91715024    
Email: timbunanmakmur@gmail.com

BUILDERS
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Women Aid Organization by VERITAS Architects Sdn. Bhd.
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HOUSE 
NO. 100

ARCHITECT DRTAN LM Architect
CLIENT  Undisclosed
CONTRACTOR My Concept Sdn. Bhd

INTERIOR DESIGN - GOLD

PAM AWARDS 2022
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Dinnete fore of steel and timber shelves

Dinette and bar

Internal Courtyard 

Exceptional use of natural light to illuminate the feature stair-
well anchors the scheme in its expression to embrace naturality 
and livability in the interior spaces. Well defined volumes are 
crafted into exceptionally detailed informal and formal spaces.

House No.100 is nestled in the Mansions, an exclusive gated 
community in Desa ParkCity, Kuala Lumpur. The house is located 
on a hilltop with commanding views over the community club 
house and swimming pool.

 The striking feature of the house is the 10-meter-wide 
double-volumed rectangular box enclosing the main living 
spaces on the ground floor. The concept was to enhance this 
large space by transforming it into an intricately crafted timber 
panelled amber jewel box.

 Golden teak ply was used to create large vertical fins and 
shelves that wrap around to encapsulate the entire space. Strip 
lighting was built into the rear of each panel of ply which illumi-
nates and brings the entire timber framed sculpture to a golden 
amber glow.

The centrepiece is the white sculptural steel rod sus-
pended stair that floats like a piece of modern industrial art, ty-
ing all the floor volumes together. The flooring is finished with a 
textured neutral grey marble.

A large modern cut twelve-seater teak dinette table and 
industrialist steel kitchen cum bar completes the ritzy and 
classy get-together space.

A dialogue naturally develops from the play of the volume 
and surfaces tempered by the golden teak wood grain, polished 
stainless steel and fabric, converging to define a bright, con-
temporary and abstract interior space.

 

The master bedroom is served by a long reflective mirror 
lined row of walk-in robes. The thin profiles amplify the ele-
gance of the space. Selected raw materials add to the purity of 
the surfaces transforming the spaces through the use of glass 
and light. The sleep area employs a warm tone finish to better 
ease and unwind. The master bathroom is modern minimalist 
with calacatta finishes around the shower alcove.

Lighting for the entire home is all energy saving. These 
configurable LED modules offer a high degree of flexibility, 
aesthetics and functionality which can be easily adjusted for 
optimum lux level and colour temperature to satisfy the various 
functions of the space.
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Latticest

Pendulus white staircaset

Pendulus white stairs Suspension steel rod detail

The striking feature of the house is the 10-meter-wide double-volumed rectangular 
box enclosing the main living spaces on the ground floor. The concept was to enhance 
this large space by transforming it into an intricately crafted timber panelled amber 
jewel box.

HOUSE NO.100PAM AWARDS 2022
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White staircase living hall

HOUSE NO.100PAM AWARDS 2022
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Shelving detail

White staircase living hall

HOUSE NO.100PAM AWARDS 2022

A dialogue naturally develops 
from the play of the volume 
and surfaces tempered by the 
golden teak wood grain, polished 
stainless steel and fabric, 
converging to define a bright, 
contemporary and abstract 
interior space.
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EDL 
GALLERY

ARCHITECT DRTAN LM Architect
CLIENT  EDL Laminates Sdn. Bhd.
CONTRACTOR My Concept Sdn. Bhd

INTERIOR DESIGN - SILVER
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The Main Gallery

EDL GALLERYPAM AWARDS 2022

Admirably detailed built-in furniture and inventive product 
shelving systems establish a dramatic and luxurious backdrop 
for the display of the products. This uniqueness is further em-
phasized by good volumetric planning and details such as the 
fractal ceiling design.

Located in an industrial technology park, the EDL gallery was 
designed to be a hybrid gallery, industrial warehouse and office.

 A modern interior was inserted into the old factory struc-
ture. The front wall was taken down to open up views to the 
frontcourt garden. The wall between the old office space and 
warehouse was also replaced by full-height glazing effectively 
allowing daylight to penetrate through the whole internal 

EDL Gallery

Diamante timber ceiling within the main gallery

A modern interior was inserted into the old factory 
structure. The front wall was taken down to open up views 
to the frontcourt garden.
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Lounge pod within the depot Nook Lounge

Store Front Projection

Product Consultation Hall

space. A black steel box entrance was 
inserted into the front façade preserving 
the industrial feel leading into the new 
gallery space within.

Upon coming through the boxed 
entrance, visitors are greeted by the volu-
minous darker space with sculptured 
diamante timber ceilings. The warm tex-
ture of the timber contrasts with the 
cooler dark charcoal industrial language.

The centrepiece of the gallery is a suspended crafted black 
steel mobili to display the EDL samples. Visitors can browse 
and mingle at the spacious dining and event kitchen cum bar 
with a cosy lounge nook in the front corner. The lounge whilst 
only a half-circle on the plan is projected into a full circle nook 
by way of a mirror wall and light fittings. One can then proceed 
seamlessly onto the warehouse floor to also inspect and view 
actual materials.

The upper level houses a second gallery and the office. The 
full width of the gallery is steel framed and cantilevered to pro-
ject out above the warehouse floor below affording visitors an 
impressive view of the activities below. The upper gallery is a 
wall lined with a hundred custom-crafted pull-out sample panels.

On the outside a green haven of wild grasses, shrubs 
and sculptural trees complement the stark white façade of 
the building. At dusk, landscape lighting on the grasses and 
shrubbery cast shadows on the building, forming a lively play 
of shadows on the façade.

Suspended Library

The lounge whilst only a half-circle on the plan is 
projected into a full circle nook by way of a mirror wall 
and light fittings. One can then proceed seamlessly 
onto the warehouse floor to also inspect and view 
actual materials.

EDL GALLERYPAM AWARDS 2022

Vestibule Steel Entrance
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SELIN- 
DUNG 
DAUN 
SALES 
GALLERY

ARCHITECT DRTAN LM Architect
CLIENT  Ringgit Muhibbah Sdn. Bhd.
CONTRACTOR Nadi Cergas Sdn. Bhd.

INTERIOR DESIGN - COMMENDATION
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Whimsical and joyful use of spatial harmony captivates visitor 
attention immediately. The industrial materiality and colour-
ful spatial harmony establish an ambience of cosiness and 
quaint urban charm.

The Selindung Daun Sales Gallery along Jalan Hulu Yam Baru 
was designed as a simple rectilinear box with slim steel struc-
tures framing the gallery. Glass panels wrap around the entire 
mass of the sales gallery, bringing natural daylight into the main 
gallery. Recycled shipping containers supported high above 
the ground on the first floor are coloured in bright colours not 
only to reflect the sun’s heat but also to capture the attention 
of passers-by. Three bright yellow beacons located around the 
sales gallery not only serve as landmarks but also provide extra 
storage for water tanks, services and refuse compartments. The 
surrounding of the building is properly landscaped with shrubs, 
trees and water features to mitigate solar gain and HVAC strain. 
At dusk, the box shines from within. Warm lights reveal the rich 
texture of the timber strips on raw clay brick walls, creating a 
striking cosy contrast to the external structural framing. In-
side the main gallery, scale models of the development stand 
between the reception counter and the cafe. A green haven of 
landscape with trees around the sales gallery emphasises how 
the development intertwines with nature and ecology.

Interspersing texture, materiality _ colour Into spaces

Interspersing texture, materiality and colour Into spaces

SELINDUNG DAUN SALES GALLERYPAM AWARDS 2022
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Interior space glow lantern alike

Discussion area

Surau door detail
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Recycled shipping containers supported high above 
the ground on the first floor are coloured in bright 
colours not only to reflect the sun’s heat but also to 
capture the attention of passers-by.
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THE 
GODOWN

ARCHITECT Malek Hassan Architect in collaboration with Linghao Architects
CLIENT  Zi Yuan Capital Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Pembinaan Kok Wai

COMMERCIAL LOW RISE - SILVER (COLLABORATION)
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A brave and bold attempt to rethink and reinterpret space 
within the urban context by orchestrating a captivating mix of 
both nature and playful built form geometries to constitute a 
whimsical yet dynamic public space. 

PROJECT STATEMENT

Winds and rain flow, sparrows fly through, plants slowly trans-
form and humans busy themselves amongst the shady and 
sunny spaces amidst the trees, walls and roofs. This art centre 
would be part of the rhythms and vagaries of the city and climate. 
To go about here is to live.

DESIGN INTENTION 

Woven into the layers of the city, the project would begin from 
the presence of the existing Godown. The large ficus trees form 
an immediate encounter with the site, open concrete terraces 
nestling in between them and extending from the Godown. 
1.2mm thick steel sheets assembled hang off porous steel mesh 
floors extending from the concrete terraces, similar to the make-
shift street theatre or stall tents creating a feeling of airiness.

Accreted layers are removed from the Godown, becom-
ing a singular big room of soft brick walls topped by a delicate 
metal trussed roof. Various enclosed openings are reinstated 
in the thick walls, glass louvres are fixed to the jack roof sides 
so fresh air and natural light flow through again. On the roof, 
acrylic strips replace selected metal sheets, rays of sunlight or 
dark clouds refresh the old interior, ever-changing. A space to 
breathe in the densifying city. 

Within, a slender timber gallery is placed, sitting on the 
ground and inserted into the brick walls, reusing the wood dis-
mantled from the accretions. From here, a meandering walking 
route leads to an abutting concrete terrace open to the sky 
and surroundings, along pathways traversing through various 
sceneries before coming to a secluded wild garden on the roof.

At the tip of the site, down the slopes to the street, the spaces hover in between

From the other side the street climbs up the hill, a view through the trees and building 
to the streets beyond 

Godown Terrace

Thin walls gently lift away from the open terraces, street flows in

The large ficus trees form an immediate encounter with the site, open concrete terraces 
nestling in between them and extending from the Godown. 1.2mm thick steel sheets 
assembled hang off porous steel mesh floors extending from the concrete terraces, 
similar to the makeshift street theatre or stall tents creating a feeling of airiness.

THE GODOWNPAM AWARDS 2022

The daily environment makes the atmosphere flowing 
and immersing. How one walks, sits and gathers relate to the 
different parts and conditions at that time. When it rains heavily,  
the water moves towards a break in the ground, rising and 
becoming a stream that flows through the entrance area be-
tween the Godown and the extension. Existing staircases on 
the slopes connecting to the street, schools and nature reserve 
up the hill are maintained; taking a shortcut will be to encounter 
the life of the art centre.
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View to the small streets Walls hang off a steel mesh floor , flowing air, tall space on higher level 
with the outdoors over the old Godown roof

Godown Front Godown Window

On the terrace with the view to the slopes and beyond

Within, a slender timber gallery is placed, sitting on the ground 
and inserted into the brick walls, reusing the wood dismantled 
from the accretions.

THE GODOWNPAM AWARDS 2022
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AME ELITE 
HEAD-
QUARTERS

ARCHITECT WANGHC Architect
CLIENT  AME Development Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR AME Construction Sdn Bhd

COMMERCIAL LOW RISE - COMMENDATION
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Main entrance façade design

Through the use of a hybrid 
architecture as its basis of design, 
the AME Elite Headquarters 
is an environment where work 
and mechanical productivity is 
well-balanced with lifestyle and 
enjoyment, breaking away from the 
notion that work and play do not 
coexist as one in the same place.

VIP Recreational Lounge

Lifestyle Bar

Rear elevation of AME Elite Headquarters from swimming pool

Pocket gardens Resort-like atmosphere from balcony

The design is a commendable attempt at deciphering the 
commercial building into an edifice in tune with the precepts 
of livability, nature, and comfort. 

The design of AME Elite Headquarters is conceived as a bold 
statement of defiance against the preconceptions of the typical 
office and industrial park’s outlook. It reflects the ideation of an 
office space that complements tomorrow’s factory masterplan 
— where functionality, sustainability and practicality require-
ments are consciously well-integrated to form a whole. It seeks 
to re-imagine the idea that an office building can be modern, 
sophisticated, sustainable yet functional at the same time. Ad-
vocating a healthy working lifestyle that speaks of wellness 
and a wholesome experience, AME Elite Headquarters embo- 
dies the concept of resort living throughout its spaces. Through 
the use of a hybrid architecture as its basis of design, the AME 
Elite Headquarters is an environment where work and mechani-
cal productivity is well-balanced with lifestyle and enjoyment, 
breaking away from the notion that work and play do not coexist 
as one in the same place.

With a strong vision to create a comfortable and visual-
ly-pleasing environment, the design intent of facilities and 
landscape found within paints a picture of a resort-like sur-
rounding that emphasises the importance of a wholesome 
experience where users can opt to work, play or live in. Various 
sports facilities such as swimming pools, tennis and futsal 
courts are strategically placed within walking distance of the 
headquarters to encourage healthy living among the staff 
members, placing the staff members’ mental wellbeing and 
state of mind as a priority. All the design moves made in the 
development are centred around the vision of incorporating  
resort-like surroundings and activities, creating a sense of 
work-life balance and lifestyle for workers which are otherwise 
absent in a typical industrial area.

In addition to that, the façade treatment and materials 
used in the AME Elite Headquarters attempt to break away from 
the monotonous and typical factory façades of its surroundings 
to create an exclusive showcase of a sleekly-designed building 
that is also environmentally conscious. Designed not only for its 
aesthetical value, the external façade also functions as a green 
feature. Large cantilever roof overhangs and vertical louvres are 
used as well to minimize direct heat gain into the building. More-
over, window glass panels with high shading coefficient are 
used to reduce excessive solar glare conduction.

Not only that, plenty of low-maintenance and low-water 
ingesting trees and grass were planted within and outside the 
boundary, thus complementing the entire headquarters en-
vironment. Its landscape was designed to be functional yet 
aesthetically pleasing. Lush landscape and delicately placed 
pocket spaces surround spaces of the AME Elite Headquar-
ters to create a cooling environment. Another defining feature 
of this development is the provision of diagonal balconies that 
offer a stunning view across the swimming pool to the I-Privilege 
Club across, providing a space of rest and enjoyment with a 
view for the staff members within the building itself.

To conclude, the AME Elite Headquarters is an epitome of 
a sanctuary that caters to the needs of a business with a fin-
ishing touch of lifestyle, positively recharging one’s mind, body 
and soul whenever and wherever one takes a break.

AME ELITE HEADQUARTERSPAM AWARDS 2022
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CEYLONZ 
SUITES

ARCHITECT Tan’CK Architect
CLIENT  Exsim Development Sdn. Bhd.
CONTRACTOR Taghill Projects Sdn. Bhd.

COMMERCIAL HIGH RISE - GOLD
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The void of pocket gardens along with the sparse fins cultivate a lightness to the façade and a sense of permeability to the site

The façade juxtaposes concrete ventilation blocks, timber toned screens and sprawling greenery to achieve a minimalist palette

Creative material use synchronised to the theme of natural  
elements results in a unique conception of a sustainable and 
livable high-rise, rich in character and natural aesthetics. The 
ingenious distribution and integration of pocket gardens 
throughout the development substantiates this further. 

Ceylonz Suites is a 39-storey office tower in the heart of Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia presenting a refreshing take on work, life 
and play. It offers 442 studio-sized office units (384 - 578 sqft) 
which can be modelled into micro-apartments or co-work-
ing spaces as required. Despite the limited 0.23-hectare land, 
the compact design packs ample amenities like the Sky Gym, 
Rooftop Infinity Pool, Sports Lounge, cafeteria, mini-mart and 
work-centric facilities like conference and meeting rooms, 
Business Lounge, etc. What also sets the building apart is its 
unique timber toned façade screen that doubles as a shading 
device against the harsh tropical climate.

PAM AWARDS 2022

The building incorporates ‘play’ with a playful massing design, akin to the Jenga blocks. 
The front elevation has volumes extracted 
at interval levels, leaving negative volumes 
of space that open up to transform into 
Pocket Gardens.

The building incorporates ‘play’ with a playful massing 
design, akin to the Jenga blocks. The front elevation has volumes 
extracted at interval levels, leaving negative volumes of space 
that open up to transform into Pocket Gardens. Instead of 
‘plug and play’, this approach translates into ‘pluck and play’, 
i.e. plucking portions out and leaving the voids as ‘play’ spaces. 
These ‘play pockets’ are carved out to seamlessly integrate 
with the curtain walls as negative elements of the façade col-
lectively. It is in these semi-private spaces that the users can 
informally integrate work and play their way. A final touch of 
‘playful’ form crowns the building at the top, a curvature that 
daringly juxtaposes itself with the primarily linear elements. 
Its concrete façade is softened by the saucer-shaped ‘crown’ 
which holds an elevated landscape deck, offering a magnifi-
cent view of the cityscape while providing a 'Zen' space for a 
peaceful respite.

CEYLONZ SUITES
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The building's concrete   is softened by the saucer-shaped 'crown' which holds an elevated landscape deck, offering a magnificent view of the cityscape.

Ceylonz calms itself in the heart of Kuala Lumpur as a minimalist urban retreat, tucked amidst the urban forest and concrete jungle.

The building uses materials sporting a raw concrete look, 
complemented with ventilation blocks allowing natural ven-
tilation and lighting at the car park levels. At the office levels 
above, the façade is adorned with timber-toned fins fixed to 
the glazing to screen the office units from the tropical heat, es-
pecially when it is located in the heart of the concrete jungle of 
Kuala Lumpur. To further reduce carbon footprint, the building 
is also designed with a touch of landscaping incorporated into 
various spaces, while simultaneously enhancing the quality of 
space with opportunities for leisure activities. On top of that - 
considering the rainfall of Malaysia - its integrated rainwater 
harvesting system recycles rainwater for landscape irrigation.

Aside from being a responsive design towards the local 
climate, the building also responds strongly to the context of 
the urban centre. The building's location is in Bukit Ceylon, a 
prime area of Kuala Lumpur City Centre. The context is with-
out lack of office towers, bank headquarters as well as Bursa 
Malaysia, the stock exchange of Malaysia, which relates to the 
development's target users ranging from start-up retailers to 
business entrepreneurs. Mobility and accessibility are well ad-
dressed by the transportation infrastructure of the city, with 
several bus stops within walking distance and transit stations 
within a 600m radius. The developer of the project itself also 
provides a shuttle bus service for users' convenience to com-
mute within the city centre. All in all, Ceylonz Suites endeavour 
to keep up with the times where the workspace is becoming an 
ambiguity between work and play, and perhaps contributing to 
the redefinition of urban lifestyle.

To further reduce carbon footprint, the building is also designed with a touch of 
landscaping incorporated into various spaces, while simultaneously enhancing the 
quality of space with opportunities for leisure activities.

CEYLONZ SUITESPAM AWARDS 2022

Pocket gardens frame the magnificent view of the Kuala Lumpur cityscape.

Voids recess into green spaces, pocket gardens and vertical greenery covering 
percentages of the façade help to reduce the albedo of the building and area.
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The ground floor of Ceylonz settles with a generous allocation of greenery in its 
landscape crawling up the parking podium of the building to the eco pond on
the 7th floor.

Rooftop garden aids the thermal comfort of the units and reduces the urban heat island effect with the infinity pool and the abundance of trees.
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HAP 
SENG 3

ARCHITECT SA Architects Sdn Bhd in collaboration with SOM 
  (Skidmore, Owings & Merill LLP)
CLIENT  Hap Seng Realty (Autohaus) Sdn. Bhd.
CONTRACTOR Grand Dynamic Builders Sdn. Bhd.
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Ground floor open space for outdoor activity.

Located at the heart of the city centre where public transport i.e. monorail is within 
walking proximity.

Living Wall; inspired by nature, a biophilic design approach to increase occupant 
connectivity to working environment through the use of nature.

The bold move to create an internal atrium with over 20-storey 
green biophilic wall creates a wonderful alternative inward 
green views for all the office Floors, elevating the internal am-
bience of the office tower immensely. 

A benchmark for office design in Malaysia, Menara Hap Seng 
3 features world-class amenities and retail options, Malaysia’s 
first-ever vertical green wall, and connections to mixed-mode 
public transportation options. The 26-story, Grade-A office 
development provides 20 floors of office space, a Mercedes 
Benz showroom and car delivery bay, five levels of retail and 
rooftop dining. 

Sitting in the heart of Kuala Lumpur’s golden triangle, the 
building is part of the larger Menara Hap Seng development 
located at Plaza Hap Seng, which includes two adjacent sis-
ter towers.

Intervening between nature and man-made, this unique 
office typology has become one of its kind among the generic 
office towers in the city. The development has adopted modern 
trends in office building design by integrating commerce, land-
scape and art in the cityscape.

MENARA HAP SENG 3PAM AWARDS 2022

The high-performance design is achieved by integrating 
biophilic design components; the building envelope and ver-
tical atrium are integrated with light, air, water, and vegetation 
to enhance the passive performance of the space and provide 
abundant natural light, illuminating the office floors above. 

The 90-meter-high indoor vertical green wall within the 
atrium - which comprises over 27,000 individual pots and 10 
different plant species - acts as a natural air filter and provides 
comfort for all occupants. The building has achieved LEED 
Gold BD+C certification.
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Green atrium with 20-storey-high vertical planting with selection of 
indigenous species to rejuvenate the office space thus reducing sick 
building syndrome.

Unique office typology with harmonious articulation between nature and man-made.t

The façade is cladded with insulated aluminium panel and double-glazed low-e glass to 
reduce solar gain into the building, hence reduce energy consumption to cool the building.

Level 4 open terrace space for relaxation and outdoor connectivity. Selection of local plants with lower water 
consumption and less maintenance.

Intervening between 
nature and man-made, 
this unique office 
typology has become  
one of its kind among  
the generic office 
towers in the city.

MENARA HAP SENG 3PAM AWARDS 2022

The atrium channels light through a low-E glass skylight and incorporated 
louvers to allow heat dissipation rising up the atrium.

PASSIVE DESIGN

The concept of the project is LIVING WALL. Inspired by nature, 
a biophilic approach to increase occupant connectivity to the 
working environment by direct and indirect nature and spatial 
organisation within an urban setting.

The atrium channels light through a low-E glass skylight 
and is incorporated with louvres to allow heat dissipation rising 
up the atrium.

The main core housing vertical transportation and services 
are side oriented to improve the overall OTTV of the building 
envelope as opposed to the central core approach.

Recyclable formwork system adopted during construc-
tion of the main structure and core helped reduce dependence 
on conventional timber formwork, hence minimising wood 
waste whilst promoting modular construction initiatives.

The façade incorporates insulated aluminium panels and 
double-glazing to reduce solar gain into the building, hence re-
ducing energy consumption to cool the building.

Naturally ventilated stairwells with storm-proof louvres 
lessen the dependence on electricity and at the same time re-
duce building mass and embedded carbon footprint.

Rainwater harvesting captures total roof area via siphon-
ing rainwater drainage system into a 40-metre cube rainwater 
harvesting tank to offset 100% needs of water demand for irri-
gation of green walls and ground level planting.

Water-efficient sanitary fittings with sensors are utilised. 
Estimated 45% savings of water requirement achieved com-
pared to EPA standard building.

ACTIVE DESIGN

• High-Efficient Chiller Plant System, targeting less than  0.65 
kW/RT equivalent to GreenMark (Singapore BCA green 
building rating tool) Gold Plus and Platinum level.

• Variable Primary pumping system design to reduce pumping 
power for chilled water system.

• Lighting: Lighting is designed efficiently; the lux level for the 
office is designed at 300 – 350 lux with LED Lighting. The 
overall lighting power of the building is about 6.5 W/m2.

• Daylight lux sensor control at the perimeter with automatic 
switch-off light when daylight is sufficient.

• Indoor Air Quality fully complied with ASHRAE 62.1 require-
ment to ensure the health of occupants.

• Thermostat control zoning for better thermal comfort for  
occupants. 

• CO2 monitoring and control for sufficient outdoor air supply.
• MERV13 electronic filter inside AHU (air handling unit) for 

air filtering.
• Sensor control lighting inside toilet and staircase for lighting 

energy reduction.
• PIBCV (intelligent control valve) for AHU to ensure every floor 

controls supply temperature. 
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ARCHITECT GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  HSBC Bank Malaysia Berhad
CONTRACTOR IJM Construction Sdn Bhd
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Strategically positioned at the gateway of  the TRX development, Menara IQ takes advantage of a significant vista from the Jalan Tun Razak / Kampung Pandan Interchange.

Assimilation to local context is an important factor in the design development of the 
entrance canopy which led to the Malaysian elemental pattern.

The lobby interior endeavours to achieve cohesiveness through the orchestration of 
natural materials such as timber, stone, copper, terrazzo and fair-faced concrete.

DCS and double decker lift system ensures ultimate efficiencies in vertical travel time.

The building façade breathes lightness with the careful selection of high transparency 
curtain walls whilst the silhouette is accentuated via the aluminum cladding ribbon 
that envelopes the building.

A well designed tower embroidered with interesting and ex-
quisite detailing decisions - intricate lace-like shading elements 
at the podium  juxtaposed with elegant vertical solar shading 
and minimalistic windows of the tower. 

INTRODUCTION

Strategically positioned at the gateway of the TRX develop-
ment, Menara IQ houses HSBC’s new Malaysian headquarters. 
Its position takes advantage of a significant vista from the Jalan 
Tun Razak / Kampung Pandan Interchange. The building form 
emerges as a dynamic but light sculpture that intends to capture 
visual attention from its adjacencies while setting itself apart 
from its considerable neighbour - The Exchange 106.

ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT
 
HSBC headquarters around the world have portrayed a strong 
identity through architecture, by inculcating confidence in its 
permanent presence. Throughout the century, the diverse tran-
sition of architectural languages is seen in the interpretations of 
their buildings – distinguishing them from each other. This HSBC 
headquarters in TRX intends to maintain this identity legacy 
with its expression of form and signature. The architecture of 
the building is conveyed as folded origami-like sculpture in its 
façade language. The building façade breathes lightness with 
the careful selection of high transparency curtain walls whilst 
the silhouette is accentuated via the aluminum cladding ribbon 
enveloping the building. The building proportion is further en-
hanced with shadow lines and pronounced vertical mullions that 
highlight the dynamic angles in the tower.
 

SITE RESPONSIVENESS
 
The Menara IQ currently shares two of its boundaries with a 
neighbouring office tower and a sunken plaza. The design of the 
interface between them went through a vigorous process of 
discussions amongst the architects of each plot. This is to ensure 
that the plaza is curated cohesively in terms of architectural 
language, material selection, placement and spatial confluence. 
The plaza space is read as a contiguous space through mean-
dering pedestrian paving and organic form seating and planters.

SPATIAL QUALITY
 
To diversify the spatial experience of a repetitive office floor, 
four sky atriums are introduced at the high zone of Menara IQ. 
Each atrium connects four office floors via internal feature stairs 
to encourage inter-floor permeability, in line with HSBC’s vision 
of enhancing user experience in a working environment.
 

SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL 
AND TECHNOLOGY

 
Apart from the application of the most recent and advent tech-
nology such as the DCS double-deck lifts, environmentally-con-
scious chilled beam systems and triple-glazing low-E façade 
system - the building becomes a benchmark for new technology 
applications. Menara IQ was designed based on HSBC Global 
Standard of a Grade A office tower with additional LEED Gold 
compliance.

 As part of the initiative to speed up the construction pro-
cess, the contractor has employed the jump lift system that 
enabled faster completion which also earned the project 81% 
from the QLASSIC Program.

The locally sourced materials such as the Ultra High-Per-
formance Concrete (UHPC) panels express the front entrance. 
These elemental patterns serve to celebrate local Malaysian 
craftsmanship in its exquisite geometry and design. This canopy 
screen becomes a pre-cursor to the timeless concept of the 
main lobby design, which consists of cohesive orchestration 
of natural materials such as timber, stone, copper, terrazzo and 
fair-faced concrete. Great importance is placed on establish-
ing balance and harmony between HSBC’s own identity and 
the Malaysian context.

To diversify the spatial experience of a repetitive office floor, four sky atriums are 
introduced at the high zone of Menara IQ. 

MENARA IQPAM AWARDS 2022
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ARCHITECT VERITAS Architects
CLIENT  Senja Aman Development Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR SLS Alpha Engineering & Construction Sdn Bhd
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The penthouse is located on top of the resident tower

Peranakan-inspired screens over the AC compressors on the serviced 
apartments façade.

Insert caption

Innovative contrast of modern materials and rustic natural 
materials lends an interesting materiality and detailing pa- 
lette to this well-designed  Peranakan-inspired resort. 

The design of the Angsana Resort celebrates the experience of 
the meeting of the Forest and the Sea. The narrow 3.5-acre site 
is sandwiched between the majestic, forested slope of Penang 
Hill and the pristine bay of Teluk Bahang where remnants of the 
old Malay fishing village community still bring in their daily catch 
each morning in their weathered wooden boats near the aban-
doned timber jetty.

Inspired by the tenacity of the Malay fishing community and 
their closeness to the outdoors, the hotel and service apart-
ments are laid out to allow a constant experience of the outdoors 
and the sea, with naturally-ventilated circulation and common 
areas connecting the hotel and serviced apartment block.

 The hotel and serviced apartment block is connected by 
a generous entrance portal where arriving guests are im-
mediately greeted by sea breezes and a dramatic view of the 
Andaman Sea framed by lush trees and the lofty 3-storey high 
lobby, clad in old, recycled timber. Sheltered by a large, per-
meable screen of overlapping glass panels, the lobby with its 
slim, tall steel columns and recycled timber walls is intended 
to evoke the Forest. The recycled timber recalls the old fishing 
village nearby, reminiscing the experience of water, boats and 
jetties. The arrangement of the timber on the wall was hand-
picked at the site to enhance texture and shadow on the large 
lobby walls.

ANGSANA TELUK BAHANGPAM AWARDS 2022

Along the beachfront, the landscape is designed as reflecting pools and landscaped 
terraces in soft waveforms stepping down to meet the sea.
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 While creating a distinctive arrival statement for the 
hotel, the lobby also serves as a multi-use space which hosts 
community events on weekends, in line with the corporate 
ethos of the hotel operator, Banyan Tree Hotel and Resorts.

The long, folded block breaks down the length of the 
building on a narrow, elongated site, allowing the guest rooms 
to have varying views of the sea and forested cape. The an-
gled block also relieves the sense of the long corridors in the 
single-loaded plan. The corridors are kept open for guests to 
enjoy the forest views of Penang Hill, punctuated with screens 
of the metal grill and custom-cast GFRC screens with a geo-
metric Peranakan-inspired motif that creates a rich play of light 
and shadow to mitigate the typical relentless wall-of-corridors 
façade that plague many seafront hotels and apartment blocks.

At the seafront façade, the long building block is punc-
tuated with several multi-storey sky terraces which aspire to 
extend the greenery of the majestic backdrop of Penang Hill, 
through the building and out to the seafront – reinforcing the 
theme of the meeting of Forest and Sea. The seafront façade 
of the 9-storey hotel block is punctuated by alternating pairs 
of verandahs to create a modulated façade and greater priva-
cy for guests. The Service 
Apartment block has a ter-
raced roofline with cascad-
ing roof gardens to soften 
the building profile against 
the mountain backdrop.

ANGSANA TELUK BAHANGPAM AWARDS 2022

The texture of the old recycled timber at the triple volume lobby creates a dramatic 
arrival experience, and evokes the memory of old jetty and fishing  village nearby  
the hotel.

 Along the beachfront, the landscape is designed as re-
flecting pools and landscaped terraces in soft waveforms 
stepping down to meet the sea.

 The interior design seeks to showcase local Peranakan 
culture, mainly inspired by the playful intricate patterns of 
batik and lace from traditional Peranakan fashion with cheerful, 
vivid Peranakan porcelain colours of deep pastels. The shading 
screens throughout the building help to layer the spaces, with 
light and shadow play formed by the intricate pattern inspired 
by the Peranakan traditional card game, 'cherki'.

 The outdoor pavilion 'floating' at the edge of the sea-facing 
infinity pool creates a distinctive landmark for the hotel – the 
Instagram moment. Similar to the entrance portal, the pavilion 

Insert caption

The long, folded block breaks down the length of the building 
on a narrow, elongated site, allowing the guest rooms to have 
varying views of the sea and forested cape. 

Insert caption

The timber and steel pavilion hovers over the pool framing views to the sea and the 
hills beyond, also screens the pool deck from future neighbouring development.

Insert caption

is cladded in steel and timber strips, to echo the theme of the 
meeting of Forest and Sea. The pavilion creates a backdrop 
and frames the pool against the surrounding hills enclosing 
Teluk Bahang- while also screening the pool from the view of 
the disused neighbouring building.

Passive and active green design strategies were also 
integrated into the design to achieve low energy efficiency. 
The existing exposed concrete rainwater culvert was replaced 
with a planted environmental Bio Drain that cleans the large 
rainwater discharge from the hill and acts as a velocity-reducing 
feature to protect the beach from erosion.

The Angsana Hotel & Serviced Apartments is operated 
as a 5-star family-friendly resort hotel by the Banyan Tree Hotel 
and Resorts.
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KIP CORE 
SENTRAL

ARCHITECT Pakatan Reka Arkitek
CLIENT  Cahaya Serijaya Sdn Bhd (KIP Group)
CONTRACTOR SMCGC (M) Sdn Bhd
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Interesting interplay of façade patterns and forms is not only 
exciting but functional in hiding the car park podium. The 
façade treatment creates a strong identity by effectively 
breaking down the scale of this large development to a more 
human level. 

KIP Core Sentral is located halfway in-between the capital of 
Wilayah Persekutuan Putrajaya and Kuala Lumpur Internation-
al Airport. Kota Warisan has established itself as a low-density 
neighbourhood with a strong community presence.

 Being surrounded largely by low-rise development, KIP 
Core Sentral set up the development to become the new land-
mark of the area. Standing 15 storeys tall, the bold colours used 
in the development is designed to be captivating and can be 
seen directly from the Putrajaya – Cyberjaya Expressway; mak-
ing presence, accessibility and navigation easier.

 The strong architectural discipline of KIP Core Sentral 
stands in contrast to the visual and physical chaos of the various 
buildings in the vicinity of Kota Warisan and is particularly no-
ticeable from the highway to KLIA.

 KIP Core Sentral is a 15-storey mixed-use development 
consisting of 76 units of retail shops (Core Avenue) and 466 
SoHo units (Core SOHO Suites). Retail shops are laid out in an 
L-shaped plan on Level 1 and Level 2 comfortably connected 
via dedicated lifts and escalators on a podium.  Four levels of 
podium car parks separate the retail shops from the SoHo units 
in two connected blocks above.

Another view of cabana units with outdoor terrace creating an extended living connecting with the recreation deck. 

View of the rear façade along Persiaran Warisan showing the series of coloured 
panels arranged to create a pattern to unify the geometric and playful façade from 
the podium and the high-rise blocks. 

View of the modernist cubic design combined with splashes of colours, creating a 
strong and distinctive architectural expression.

Aerial view of the building showing the interplay of geometric blocks creating a strong 
expression of solid and voids and playfully breaking the overall mass of the façade. 

View of swimming pool and recreation deck with façade of strong geometric 
pattern and strips of coloured perforated panel as background creating character 
and visual interest. 

KIP Core Sentral is an embodiment of architectural inten-
tions to challenge the cookie-cutter design and to stand as a 
representation and inspiration that to be bold and distinctive 
does not have to be expensive. The modernist cubic design 
combines the bold use of colours on the façade with a strong 
expression of solids and voids. The feature of perforated co-
loured screens extends down from the SoHo units to the podium 
car parking and is interlaced with meshed screens, allowing for 
future advertising by retail shop owners.

 As it is not a high-budget development, the choice of 
building materials that can be incorporated into the building de-
sign is limited. In response, the building was designed with a 
bold form of architectural elements projecting a character and 
visual appeal to the building without having to rely on the aes-
thetic quality of building materials. Apart from the glazing and 
the screens, the façades are mostly finished in plaster and paint. 
Hence, constant monitoring of the workmanship of the façade 
is required to ensure they are up to the acceptable standard.

SoHo units are divided between Block A and Block B.  
Although the blocks are connected visually and physically by 
an internal corridor, each block is served by dedicated lifts and 
services. Internally, the façade expression allows penetration of 
daylight and breaks the monotony of the corridors connecting 
the SoHo units. The SoHo units are designed with an open plan 
layout. The compact and flexible living space allows for a vari-
ety of different living configurations incorporating a dedicated 
ensuite and compact kitchen. The big windows allow for light to 
fill the internal space, creating spaciousness and lightness for 
what is just an affordable unit.

A dedicated fully landscaped recreation deck is designed 
above the podium car parks at Level 7 complete with a swim-
ming pool, kid’s pool, gymnasium, multi-purpose hall, toilet  
and playground.

 A feature of the user experience is the covered linkages 
provided to adjacent buildings, the completed KIP Mall and the 
hotel under construction. These linkages connect standalone 
buildings of the master plan prepared without this essential ur-
ban design consideration.

KIP CORE SENTRALPAM AWARDS 2022

The building was designed with a bold 
form of architectural elements projecting 
a character and visual appeal to the 
building without having to rely on the 
aesthetic quality of building materials. 
Apart from the glazing and the screens, 
the façades are mostly finished in plaster 
and paint.
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ARCHITECT VERITAS Architects
CLIENT  Perbadanan Pembangunan Kampung Bharu
CONTRACTOR Ahmad Zaki Resources Berhad

SPECIAL CATEGORY - GOLD

PAM AWARDS 2022
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Bridging communities and culture, making KL more pedestrian-friendly

Brilliant and inspired design both resolving the critical issue 
of the creation of a major urban pedestrian link as a new iconic 
structure which captures one’s imagination and attention 
with its elegant form and use of LED technology. 

A brilliant and inspired design both resolving the critical issues of 
the creation of a major urban pedestrian link as well as creating 
a new iconic structure to capture your imagination and attention 
through the use of its LED technology and elegant form. 

The Saloma Link is a pedestrian bridge that connects 
Kampong Bharu, the traditional Malay enclave dating back to 
the late 19th century with Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCC), 
a modern cosmopolitan Central Business District (CBD). Both 
were formerly separated by the Sungai Klang and the six-lane 
AKLEH highway. It re-established the historical connection 
between Jalan Ampang and Kampong Bharu, among the pro- 
minent enclaves that create Kuala Lumpur.

It encompasses the redevelopment of Jalan Saloma - with 
a streetside plaza, wider shaded footpaths and a 370-metre 
elevated walkway culminating with a bridge spanning 69 metres 
across the Klang River and the AKLEH highway.

Inspired by the Sirih Junjung, a matrimonial gift hand-craft-
ed from sireh leaves traditionally offered in Malay weddings 
as a symbol of unity, the Saloma Link represents a ceremonial 
gesture that embodies the bond between two important en-
claves in the city: the affluent Kuala Lumpur City Centre and 
the traditional village of Kampong Bharu. It aims to celebrate 
and encourage pedestrian mobility in the city as part of sus-
tainable urban design initiatives. Moving towards that objective, 
Saloma Link also connects the missing link towards a com-
plete city-wide pedestrian path network in the city.

Besides that, the Saloma Link also aims to stimulate the 
conservation and redevelopment of this historical part of the 
city by making it more accessible, spreading the welfare of the 
prosperous CBD to this traditional enclave making it resilient 
and to participate more equitably in Kuala Lumpur’s growth.

The prominent feature of the bridge is the curved steel 
roof canopy consisting 4,100 diamond façade modules made 
of solid, perforated aluminum and glass panels. Each façade 
panel is discreetly integrated with the structure and equipped 
with state-of-the-art lighting modules to illuminate the bridge 
during the night. During the day, the panel’s unique shapes 
reflect the sunlight giving the bridge a glimmering and distinc-
tive character.

PAM AWARDS 2022

Saloma Link plays a larger significance in the urban fabric of the city. As well as 
enhancing connectivity, it also aims to re-balance social and economic inequalities.
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Bridging the social and economic divides between two communities across the Klang River.

PAM AWARDS 2022 SALOMA LINK

Inspired by the Sirih Junjung, a matrimonial gift 
hand-crafted from sireh leaves traditionally 
offered in Malay weddings as a symbol of unity, 
the Saloma Link represents a ceremonial gesture 
that embodies the bond between two important 
enclaves in the city: the affluent Kuala Lumpur 
City Centre and the traditional village of 
Kampong Bharu.

The permeability of the canopy promotes airflow inside 
the enclosure making the space underneath breezy and com-
fortable. This creates a pleasant respite from the hot tropical 
climate. In addition to that, the interior of the canopy is also 
naturally lit and the right balance of sunlight creates a play of 
light and shadows, offering a unique experience as one walks 
through the bridge during the day.

At night, the glimmering studs emit colourful lights mak-
ing the façade a medium for a variety of programmable lighting 
displays – using lights as a form of artistic expression. This 
contributes to the popularity of the bridge during weekends 
and festive periods. This feature also makes Saloma Link a 
unique public realm complementing other city attractions. The 
attraction also creates economic activities in 
the surroundings.

Beyond a pedestrian bridge, this project 
traces the history of the city, promotes sus-
tainable urban design, creates a public realm, re- 
interprets cultural references into practical 
build form using modern construction tech-
niques, becomes a medium of artistic expression 
using LED lights, flourishes economic activities 
in the adjacent areas as well as the hope and as-
piration for future-appropriate development of 
Kampong Bharu.

Bridging the different communities and culture across the Klang River and making KL  more pedestrian-friendly.

Re-establishing the lost historical connectivity.

A new public space and landmark for the city of Kuala Lumpur.
Unique façade media lighting at night contributes to a vibrant 
urban setting and KL identity.
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The bridge is transformed into a vibrant public space at night.

The permeability of the canopy promotes airflow inside the enclosure making 
the space underneath breezy and comfortable. This creates a pleasant respite 
from the hot tropical climate.

The façade panels create a play of light and shadows.

The unique shape of the façade panels reflects sunlight, giving the bridge distinctive character.
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ALONE. 
TOGETHER

ARCHITECT Arkitek JFN Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Majlis Bandaraya Kuching Selatan (MBKS)
CONTRACTOR Wan Li Wan Welding Works

SPECIAL CATEGORY - COMMENDATION

PAM AWARDS 2022
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View of swimming pool and recreation deck with façade of strong 
geometric pattern and strips of coloured perforated panel as 
background creating character and visual interest. 

Aerial view of the building showing the interplay of geometric blocks creating a strong expression of 
solid and voids and playfully breaking the overall mass of the façade. 

View of the modernist cubic design combined with splashes of colours, creating a 
strong and distinctive architectural expression.

View of the geometric façade rendered by series of rectangular framing and strips of 
coloured perforated panel, creating a distinct and playful expression.

View of lush landscaped deck designed 
with full facilities including swimming pool, 
wading pool, gymnasium, playground and 
multipurpose hall to create a seamless 
integration of public and private space.

Another view of cabana units 
with outdoor terrace creating an 
extended living connecting with 
the recreation deck. 

View of façade expression created by a juxtaposition of blocks, coloured screens and highlighted by a red box.

The building was designed with a bold form of architectural elements projecting 
a character and visual appeal to the building without having to rely on the aesthetic 
quality of building materials. Apart from the glazing and the screens, the façades 
are mostly finished in plaster and paint.

ALONE. TOGETHERPAM AWARDS 2022

A wonderful manifestation of a noteworthy social program 
created with the community crowdfunding a public park 
in order to overcome the struggles of isolation brought on by  
the pandemic. 

A wonderful manifestation of a noteworthy social program cre-
ated through the community coming together to crowdfund a 
public park to overcome the struggles of isolation brought on by 
the pandemic.

This installation is a self-initiated Corporate Social Re-
sponsibility (CSR) project by two young architects under the 
guidance of their mentor. It extends beyond the traditional scope 
of architecture to empower the community through design.

The idea for this project sparked off from monologues and 
dialogues during the Movement Control Order (MCO) at the 
peak of the pandemic in 2020. It was the first time the archi-
tects, along with the majority of Malaysians had worked from 
home.

Further rumination and development on the idea trans-
formed it into a proposal to create an installation that explores 
how architects and designers of the built environment can raise 
awareness on environmental sustainability whilst encouraging 
outdoor activities and staying safe through promoting good 
design in facilitating proper social distancing.

 As part of their CSR efforts, the architects pitched their 
ideas to their local council, Majlis Bandaraya Kuching Selatan 
(MBKS), and volunteered to develop the design. Under the pa-
tronage of the Mayor, the project came to life.

 This project is a testament to the collaborative endeavour 
between the architects, the local council and the commu-
nity. Strong support from the community is evident as the 
ground-breaking crowdfunding drive launched by the Mayor 
through social media exceeded its crowdfunding goals in less 
than 24 hours!

 Spearheading the project, the architects secured spon-
sorship from a local paint manufacturer whilst facilitating the 
engaged fabricator in material procurement. Coordination be-
tween the fabricator, painter, and council officials was entirely 
managed by the architects from detailing through to mock-up 
prototyping, off-site fabrication, installation on-site and land-
scaping works.

To encourage thoroughness and transparency, the archi-
tects created a regularly updated blog to document the entire 
process from initiation, delivery and beyond. A plaque bearing 
an engraved QR code has been installed, linking patrons with 
access to the documentation and to an online space to continue 
discussion and conversations.

Following the project launch, news and magazine publi- 
cations as well as architecture talks have generated distinct 
public awareness and encouraged increasing public discourse on 
how the community can collaborate in opportunities to reshape 
our existing built environment in adapting to the new normal.
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1 LASAM

ARCHITECT KUEE Architect
CLIENT  Nurilim Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR CLCE Construction Sdn Bhd

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL - SILVER

PAM AWARDS 2022
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Central Courtyard with garden

Overall view

Internal Courtyard 

Exceptionally designed office which exudes the values 
championed by the SDGs in its materiality, spatial planning, 
environmental consciousness, responsible architecture, and 
overall access.

1 Lasam was conceptualised more than eight years ago by the 
owner Dato Lim, when the GBI rating tool was new and there 
were still no other green buildings in Perak. The amicable and 
ambitious client wanted to build the first-ever GBI Platinum 
building in the state to resonate with the group’s motto of being 
a pioneer in many of the businesses they have ventured in since 
decades ago.

A central courtyard was carved in the centre to allow 
more daylight into the office spaces. Naco windows were in-
stalled at high levels of all office spaces for natural cross and 
stack ventilation through the central courtyard so that on a 
cool day, no air-conditioning was required.  

Measuring 30,000sf of office space, the 5-storey office 
block came with a majority of workspaces with ancillary spaces 
e.g. conference room, gallery space etc. The design team ex-
plored the concept of floating boxes which further developed 
into box-in-box geometry. The higher floors were lifted and sup-
ported by a bold V-shape column to allow vehicle circulation on 
the street level. With the neighbouring army camp, many re-
strictions on building design were imposed. The west-facing 
double-layered wall installed with dense louvres not only eli- 
minated the direct view of the camp but also blocked the heat 
and sunlight to the office spaces in the evening. With this ges-
ture, the Architect managed to kill two birds with one stone. 

 

PAM AWARDS 2022

The design team explored the concept of floating boxes which further developed into 
box-in-box geometry. The higher floors were lifted and supported by a bold V-shape 
column to allow vehicle circulation on the street level.
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Eight categories of United Nations’ Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals were achieved. The complying categories included 
Responsible Consumption and Production, as a relatively high 
percentage of construction material was utilised and many 
construction wastes were recycled. Clean Water and Sanitisa-
tion also played an important role in the design of the building. 
While both rainwater harvesting and greywater recycling led 
to a high reduction in potable water, stormwater control was 
also catered for, with bioswales constructed on-site for effec-
tive water drainage. Other green features included maximising 
electricity generation from the solar panels, tinted glass, grass-
crete for lowering the heat island effect, etc.

Materials were carefully selected to reflect the client’s in-
tention to keep the building as “raw” as possible. Exposed bare 
concrete, red bricks applied with waterproofing solution, sim-
ple aluminium framed tinted glass, exposed ceiling throughout 
and to the surprise of many, not a single drop of paint was used 
in the entire building. 

To resonate further with the V-shaped land and V-shaped 
column, V-shape balustrades were designed to emphasise the 
strong alphabet presence of the client’s parent company name 
B“V”H. 

1 Lasam is perhaps one of the boldest new additions to 
Ipoh’s low-profile skyline. Its head-turning architecture has at-
tracted interest from professionals and the public in general 
since its completion. With Dato Lim’s intention to allow ground 
floor public access for green building education, we believe 
this building will contribute positively to the local sustainable 
architecture scene for many years to come.

Floating box and lifted massing concept

Minimal bare finishes

Green vertical wall

Central Courtyard for cross and stack ventilation

Dramatic view up the Central Courtyard

Materials were carefully selected to reflect the client’s intention to keep the building as 
“raw” as possible.

1 LASAMPAM AWARDS 2022
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KERANJI HOUSE
SINGLE RESIDENTIAL

ARCHITECT S.M.L Architects
CLIENT  Mr. Jeffri Salim Davidson & 

  Mdm. Nuruluyun Binti Abdul Jabar
CONTRACTOR Precious Construction Sdn Bhd

KENZAN HEIGHTS
SINGLE RESIDENTIAL

ARCHITECT Choo Gim Wah Architect
CLIENT  Mr. Shazan Ismail Bin Ashari
CONTRACTOR Westco Land Sdn Bhd

HOUSE NO. 16
SINGLE RESIDENTIAL

ARCHITECT DRTAN LM Architect
CLIENT  Chan Wey Han
CONTRACTOR Inktree Concepts Sdn Bhd

ADELIA AT 
BANGI AVENUE 
MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE

ARCHITECT CS LEW ARCHITECT 
CLIENT  Trans Loyal Development Sdn Bhd 
CONTRACTOR Lebrothers Construction Sdn Bhd 

RESIDENSI 
10 STONOR 

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE

ARCHITECT CH&I Architecture Sdn Bhd in collaboration 
  with Studiogoto 
CLIENT  Gallimont Development Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Ikhmas Jaya Sdn Bhd

142 UNITS 
BUNGALOW, 
SEMI DETACHED 
AND SUPERLINK 
AT PARCEL G1
MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE

ARCHITECT Archicentre Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Mr. Shazan Ismail Bin Asharit
CONTRACTOR Westco Land Sdn Bhd

VENTIL8TE
ADAPTIVE RE-USE

ARCHITECT Cheryl Goh Architect
CLIENT  Madam Chia Meah Hea
CONTRACTOR Petacon Jaya Sdn Bhd

SHORTLISTED ENTRIES
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STARBUCKS 
BANGI AVENUE 
COMMERCIAL LOW RISE

ARCHITECT CS LEW ARCHITECT 
CLIENT  Trans Loyal Development Sdn Bhd 
CONTRACTOR Lebrothers Construction Sdn Bhd 

THE 21ST 
CENTURY 
FARMSTEAD
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL

ARCHITECT BK Ooi Architect in collaboration 
  with Lee Woon Poo Architect
CLIENT  Heah Gek Huah and Chin Siew Fong
CONTRACTOR Hong Guang Plumbing Engineering Sdn Bhd

TREE OF TALES
SPECIAL CATEGORY

ARCHITECT Ar Tan Ewe Liat
CLIENT  Memories Entertainment Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Elegance Window

PAM AWARDS 2022
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 1 J HOUSE
2 D.A.S. HABITAT
3 JALAN KETITIR HOUSE
4 PHUM HOUSE
5 F+G HOUSE
6 PERMEABILITY HOUSED
7 HOUSE NO 47
8 THE BOX

Design Network Architects Sdn Bhd
Atelier Alan Teh Architect
Arkitek JFN Sdn Bhd
ARCHICENTRE SDN BHD
Design Collective Architects
Tangu Architecture Sdn Bhd
DRTAN LM Architect
Assaffa Design Practice

9 ROXY TOWNHOUSE VILLA
10 ECO ARDENCE NARA
1 1  HAZEL@MERIDIN EAST
12 VIOLET RESIDENCES
13 ZEN 88
14 BANDAR GAMUDA GARDENS- AIDA
15 BANDAR GAMUDA GARDENS- NARA

MNSC Architects
RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd
RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd
Noor Dahlan Architect
Kenny Chong Architect
CH&I Architecture Sdn Bhd
CH&I Architecture Sdn Bhd

16 TREHAUS CONDO VILLA
17 AIRA RESIDENCE-TOWER A
18 SETIA CITY RESIDENCES

SINGLE RESIDENTIAL

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE

OTHER ENTRIES

VERITAS Architects Sdn Bhd
Environmental Design Practice Sdn Bhd
GRA Architects Sdn Bhd

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

PAM AWARDS 2022 OTHER ENTRIES
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1 20 21

22 23 24

25 26 27

28 29 30

31 32 33

34 35

19

19 ARONIA APARTMENT
20 ASTETICA SERVICED APARTMENT
2 1 ECO TERRACES
22 SOUTH BROOKS
23 SOFIYA

24 ECO BUSINESS PARK 2
25 NOUVELLE INDUSTRIAL PARK 
 KOTA PUTERI
26 THE FACTORY @ INANAM

27 NEW ACADEMIC BLOCK AND   
 TEACHING FACILITY AT SMJK 
 JIT SIN BUKIT MERTAJAM
28 SEKOLAH MENENGAH KEBANGSAAN  
 CHAN WA 2

29 SENTUL WORKS
30 WARONG OLD CHINA
3 1 LOKE CHOW KIT MANSION
32 HANGING GARDENS @21
33 PENUKARAN KEGUNAAN DARI
 RUMAH KEDIAMAN KEPADA 
 BANGUNAN KOMERSIAL 
 JALAN MACALISTER
34 HERITAGE FLAVOURS
35 RACKSON HOUSE

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE

INDUSTRIAL

EDUCATION

ADAPTIVE RE-USE

Cipta Teguh Architects Sdn Bhd
WANGHC Architect
East Design Architect Sdn Bhd in collaboration with CPG Consultants Pte Ltd
Shafikzaman Architects in collaboration with Samoo Architects & Engineers
Shafikzaman Architects 

RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd
PCL Architect

Mak Arkitek Konsult 

Atelier Alan Teh Architect

Nazar Architect

A. Mariadass Architect in collaboration with Choo Poo Liang Architect
Arkitek Pital
Azuan Architect
EDI Architects Sdn Bhd in collaboration with Essential Design Integrated Sdn Bhd
W.k.khor Architect

PCL Architect
Mei Ee Architect

PAM AWARDS 2022 OTHER ENTRIES
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36 37 38

39 40 41

42 43 44

45 46 47

48 49 50

51 52 53

36 CORPORATE OFFICE L18
37 SETIA CITY RESIDENCES
38 SETIA ALAMSARI WELCOME CENTRE
39 MANGO TREE YARD- TROPICAL  
 BACKYARD RENOVATION, A RETURN  
 TO REGIONALISM
40 FOUND SPACES- THE PLACE WE  
 MEET EACH OTHER, BREW & CO CAFÉ 
4 1 THIRD WORLD AESTHETICS MEETS  
 THE MODERN DUPLEX
42 WITHIN THE LIMIT
43 CJ CENTURY LOGISTIC WORKPLACE
44 WUSHILAND BOBA KUCHING
45 HANGING GARDENS AT 21

46 SETIA ALAMSARI WELCOME CENTRE
47 EXTENSION OF SETIA CITY MALL
48 DA SQUARE
49 HANGING GARDENS AT 21
50 ECO GRANDEUR LAB
5 1 STARBUCKS DRIVE THRU CAFÉ

52 BLOK F2 & F3 KOMPLEKS F   
 PUTRAJAYA
53 BLOK F1 KOMPLEKS F PUTRAJAYA

INTERIOR DESIGN

COMMERCIAL LOW RISE

COMMERCIAL HIGH RISE

Dexter Koh Design Architect
GRA Architects Sdn Bhd
GRA Architects Sdn Bhd
Arkitek Gim Huang Lim

Arkitek Gim Huang Lim

Arkitek Gim Huang Lim

CKHO Architect
Tangu Architecture Sdn Bhd in collaboration with Tangu Design Sdn Bhd
MNSC Architects
EDI Architects Sdn Bhd in collaboration with Essential Design Integrated Sdn Bhd

GRA Architects Sdn Bhd
Archicentre Sdn Bhd
NWKA Architects Sdn Bhd
EDI Architects Sdn Bhd in collaboration with Essential Design Integrated Sdn Bhd
RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd
Mak Akitek Konsult

Pakatan Reka Arkitek Sdn Bhd

Pakatan Reka Arkitek Sdn Bhd

PAM AWARDS 2022 OTHER ENTRIES
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54 55 56

57 58 59

60 61 62

63

54 THE RUMA HOTEL & RESIDENCE
55 HOTEL ROYAL CAMERON HIGHLAND
56 ECO GALLERIA
57 STAR RESIDENCES
58 SYMPHONY UNION SUITES

59 MANGO TREE YARD- 
 TROPICAL BACKYARD RENOVATION,  
 A RETURN TO REGIONALISM
60 THE GULF RESIDENCE GREEN   
 STREETS & CENTRAL PARK
6 1 PERMEABLE GREEN CONSTRUCTION-  
 ROOF/ WALL/ FLOOR
62 DATARAN MAJLIS BANDARAYA  
 ISKANDAR PUTERI
63 WESTERN ROAD COLUMBARIUM

COMMERCIAL MIXED DEVELOPMENT

SPECIAL CATEGORY

BEP Akitek Sdn Bhd
Area Architects Sdn Bhd
RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd
VERITAS Architects Sdn Bhd
STA Architects Sdn Bhd

Arkitek Gim Huang Lim 

S.Pin Architect in collaboration with MHA Ecoscape Sdn Bhd

Tangu Architecture Sdn Bhd

K.Halim Architect 

Cipta Teguh Architects Sdn BhdGRA Architects Sdn Bhd

OTHER ENTRIES



Snap n’ Apply
Want to apply for financing?

• Snap a picture of this brochure
• Send NAME<space>LOCATION<space> FINANCING AMOUNT
 via WhatsApp to 03 2088 8286.

Grand Prize
RM100,000 x 2 winners

Monthly Prize
RM5,000 x 6 winners

Consolation Prize
RM5,000 x 30 winners

Get more eligibility units when you subscribe to any of the following products within the Campaign period:

Apply personal financing now to get 1 eligibility unit.

Personal Accident (PA) Takaful OR Home Content Takaful

Al-Awfar Account

Personal Cash Line-i 

Bank Islam Card-i

Baiti Home Financing-i / Wahdah Home Refinancing-i / 
Shop House Financing-i

10x

10x

10x

5x

5x

Product Multiplier

For more info, please refer to the terms & conditions.

Scan to apply and
view the monthly
instalment table

Campaign period: 15 May 2022 – 30 November 2022 

Personal Financing-i

Exclusively for the Professionals
Dentist

Architect
Engineer

Accountant
Lecturer
Actuary

Veterinarian
Doctor

Quantity Surveyor
Pharmacist 

Safety Officer 
Optometrists

Personal Financing-i

Customers are advised to read and understand the terms and conditions available at our website www.bankislam.com before agreeing to subscribe for any product or 
services and/or participating in any of our campaigns and promotions.

Join the Personal Financing-i campaign to win exciting cash prizes. 
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